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"Alone in t he desolate
vastness, I ask of the
ageless eart h:

VOL. X Number 15

"Who's the ruler of the
universe?"
Mao Tse-Tung.

January 8, 1970

.NEWARK STATE COL LEG E, UNION, NEW JE RSEY

Nationwide Drug Policies
Nebulous in Nature
successful results. At Cornell, one
by Ina White
Faced with the increased use dorm proctor reportedly
on drugs on campu s, officials at questioned several dorm students
many colleges across the country on marijuana use promising
are being forced to develop some immunity from prosecution if
kind of policy on investigations of they cooperated. This action,
according to the 1967 article in
possible drug users.
De an of Students Edwin the Cornell SUN, prompted a
Williams stated that at Newark number of complaints including
State "the only way we would one from a member of the
sanction an outside legal force American Civil Liberties Union.
and/or person would be by legal The Vanderbilt HUSTLER,
Mr. William Loehning chairing recent council meeting as Executive Board members observe
warrant - a warrant issued by a reporting on investigations into
proceedings.
municipal judge." How does this student use of marijuana by the
policy compare with that of other university "in accordance with its
usual procedures," said that many
schools?
A 1968 College Press Service students complained about
news release on the arrest of methods used in the investigation.
marijuana dealers at American One student said, "I feel that the
University, said that undercover investigation quickly turned itself
investigations by Federal into an inquest, that statements
Narcotics agents had been carried were obtained through coercion
would base its entire force to goad ever intended to be. We, of on "with the full cooperation of and threats on mere suspicion and ,
by Kathy Renaud
Elections by the entire stud~nt the powers that be and the powers course , invite all college university officials." Such a policy implication, and that civil liberties
participation in our publication, was also followed at other schools were violated." Another student
body of the editors-in-chief of the that would like to be ."
INDEPENDENT and
"An open election implies the however , legal responsibility for including Southwest Texas State added that "the fact that no
MEMORABILIA was proposed by publications involved to be its content still lies with the College and Clemson College.
student was informed of the
Bob Byrnes, Senior council inherently democratic ," stated editor. It is far too big of a
Other colleges have conducted identity of his accuser or given a
member at a Student Organization Kevin Alton, INDEPENDENT responsibility to turn over to their own investigations, but chance to confront him appears to
Dec. 18th meeting. The proposal , co-editor, "and no newspaper was inexperienced hands."
sometimes with less than fully be one more example of the
violation of 'academic due
tabled at that meeting, is expected
process.'"
to be reintroduced at tomorrow's
Yet there are certain schools
Council meeting.
which have shown themselves to
According to the constitution
be careful of possible
of the INDEPENDENT the
infringement of student of
editors-in~hief are elected by the
LorinHollander,acclaimed one Hollywood Bowl, Lewisohn became the first classical musician student rights. A January, 1968
Editorial Board. While the of the most exciting and poetic Sta di um, Philharmonic Hall to perform at Fi ll more East, story in the U .W .M. POST of
constitution of the pianists now appearing before the Promenade, Tangelwood, Grant previously an exclusively rock University of Wisconsin reported
MEMORABILIA editor-in-chief public, will perform at Newark Park and Ravinia Festival.
scene. The success of the concert that the Dean of Student Affairs
chooses his successor, Glenn
State at 7:30 p.m. in the Theatre
Three seasons ago marked the surpassed all expectations, and a had refused a request by the
Lewis , em p ha sized that
for the Performing Arts, on beginning of his European career, live recording of the event has District Attorney to supply him
traditionally the outgoing editors
Tuesday, January 13th. CCB is when he was the only soloist with been released by Angel Records. with a list of known student
of that publication choose the sponsoring the concert, free to the Cincinnati Symphony and
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
new editor-in~hief.
NSC students. Tickets are Max Rudolf during their two and
Commenting on the available at the Information desk one-half month World Tour,
under the aegis of the State
proposal, Glenn Lewis , in the college center.
At 25, Hollander is a veteran of Department. He played at the
7'. T
editor-in-chief of MEMORABILIA
1 ,.
i'V
'70, saw the only good aspect of well over 500 concerts, including Athens Festival in Beirut , Israel,
appearances
with
the
New
York
Yugoslavia
,
India
,
Singapore,
J
the proposal being that it
"Followed the democratic ideas Philharmonic, Boston, Cleveland, Hong Kong, Istanbul , the
of the country," but further Philadelphia, Toronto , Atlanta, Phillipines and Japan. He has since
stated, "the Student Body Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, made his debut in Paris with the
The College has recently devise some system by which the
electing editors of a newspaper or Cincinnati, Los Angeles, and ORTF, and in Amsterdam with
developed and put into effect a flaw would be remedied prior to
Seattle
Symphonies.
He
has
the
famed
Concert-gebouw,
where
yearbook is like a taxi cab driver
Judicial Board composed of the time when the need becomes
electing 'Best Athlete of the performed for the Mozart-Haydn he was unanimously praised for
Festival, at Philharmonic Hall and his "unbelievable brilliance" .... faculty, administrators, and acute." Mr. Oliva added: A
Year. '"
for the International Bach "his great insight and true students to hear cases of student number of solutions to the
misbehavior, determine guilt or problem are available, ranging
Observing that "the average Society . A summer festival poetry."
Last winter, Lorin Hollander innocence and affix punishment if from a simple expansion of the
student does not have a working favorite, he has appeared at the
., ..); applicable. Junior class President established Board's responsibility
knowledge of a newspaper or
Joseph Oliva , who is a member of to the complex structuring of an
yearbook," Lewis suggested that
the Board stated, "This certainly entirely separate judicial body ."
such an election would "not be a
The Dean of Students had
must be looked upon ·as a step
question of people being equally
recommended
the acceptance of
forward,
for
it
guarantees
the
qualified." It does question "how
the
"Draft
Statement
on Students
accused
stude
nt
due
process
of
much worth does the college put
law and the college should be Rights" which was published by
on its editors?"
commended for its action. the Facµlty Senate last year and
Co-editor Susan Stein of the
However, while the Judicial Board states ii, ~art."
INDEPENDENT commented,
We are -k_eenly aware that the
protects the rights of the accused
" Political elections of any
student, there is no board to denial of opportunities to present
newspaper is a totally absurd
assure the student fair and just a petit1~1n of grievances, to make
concept. It reeks of shades of
consideration when he assumes recommendations or to present a
Vice-President Agnew's criticism
the role of pl;intiff. This obvious point 0f view frustrates one of the
of the press and governmental
deficiency has already been main functions of higher
control of national papers. An
responsible for limited concern education, that is, the chance to
editor who must canvas the entire
among students and was felt in at engage in rational discourse on
student body for political support
least one case pending before the issues which are viewed from
will undoubtedly have to promise
present Board. It would therefore diverse viewpoints Concommitant
to please all of the people, all of
seem to be in the interest of the with the need for an open forum
the time ." She went on to say , "A
college to .reconvene the for discussion and deliberation,
newspaper run by such an editor
LORIN HOLLANDER
(Continued on Page 6)
Committees on Due Process and

Editors Offer Views
On Public Elections

Hollander To Perform
. Tuesday In T.P.A.

stu d ent Plaintl
. w~S
p rotecte d B
T d • • l p 1•
JU lClll
O zcy
ot
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by D. Lichtenstein
ToAl/'Law-Abidding' Crystal ~lear
White Citizens
Experimental In Loco Parentis
from Ronald Dean Brown
fou nder of C.B.A. ,
(Collegians for Black Action )

The role of the policemen is
indeed a strange and not clearly
defined one, due to many factors
we might deem comicallysurprising, but very real threats.
When we hear charges of " police
brutality", we are too quick to
attribute the blame to those few
policemen who actually
committed the deplorable act. I
don' t believe it is really the fault
of the police, regardless of the
crime. To find the origins of
current police behavior· I feel it
mandatory to evaluate them not
as a "singled-out" entity, but as
an extension of American values.
Americans are by nature a
rather insecure and violent people,
and our short sanguineous history
will exemplify these pathologies.
Most of us are willing to admit the
obvious injustices in America, and

usually " talk" and " preach"
about b as ic changes and
improvements. But our insecurity
makes us reluctant to accept
change . As a result, we aren't
willing to "make" the changes,
instead , we settle for what appears
to be a social decorum (peace and
quiet) which has lately been
termed "law and order". It is in
this context that the police play
their assigned roles.
Many of us lawful citizens have
(in our thinking) confused
" enforcing the l aw" with
"catching the bad guys" or
"killing the robbers", and this
mirrors to a great degree our
violent heritage .
Law enforcement does not
include the harassment or arrest
of deviant or defiant citizens, but
because these groups of people are
usually the ones fostering change
or improvement, the society at
(Co ntinued on Page 6)

In the last issue of the
INDEPENDENT Mrs. Berson of
the Special Education Department
wrote a letter drawing a subtle
parrallel between 50% students on
the committee to pick the new
dean and an "experimental
anarachy ."
Mrs. Berson, pe rhaps due to a
specially educated background,
feels that faculty should, at least,
have some say in choosing the
students. Quoting her letter:
"Perhaps the relationship
between these representatives . . .
would have been heightened ifwe ,
the Faculty , and the
Administration had a 50% voice in
electing them. "
" After all ·they do work with
us . . . These decisions are
uncomfortable for us. Perhaps we
could expand these areas and
permit the Faculty to participate
in these decisions . .. .
As a matter of fact, perhaps we

could skip all the intermediate
steps, and set up an experimental
anarchy immediately."

trying best to protect their own
interests, if given the opportunity,
choose from another the body the
people best qualified to represent
* * *
In my three years at Newark that group.
State, I cannot recall reading such
And anyone who has gone to a
a stupid letter by a faculty faculty senate meeting over the
member. Perhaps some past years has seen the trouble the
examination of the situation is faculty themselves have had
needed .
agreeing on anything. Thus,
The personal policy maybe students should pick the
committee, spearheaded by Dr. faculty who are going to serve on
Madison, should be congratulated the committee.
if anything for making a most
After all, they do serve with us,
progressive gain benefiting the and quite often the decisions of
entire college community. But these committees are far from
back to Mrs. Berson's statements. comfortable for the students.
She feels that faculty should Perhaps we should expand the
choose the students to sit on the faculty senate so that the students
committee. This makes less sense could have a solid voice in making
than having students on decisions. (Of course it would no
co_m mittees in the first place. I longer be a Faculty Senate, but
think it must be cleared up that seems rather irrelevent at the
exactly what is the role of a moment.)
On second thought, though,
student on such a committee and it is to best represent the maybe Mrs. Berson is right.
student body, which means having F acuity should choose those
some idea of what the students students working with them on
want and knowing how to GET it committees. The Faculty knows
what is right. As a matter of fact,
for them.
It is naive to believe that the why not skip all the steps and set
faculty will choose those students up an experimental In Loco
most aware of what's going on to Parentis right now!
serve on important committees.
And of course decisions are
so m e times uncomfortable for
(Co ntinu ed from Page J )
Faculty. But, by the same point, drug-users because of the Dean's
there are at least equally position that counseling sessions
numer ous un co mfortable with students be confidential. In
deci sions for students and · response to an editorial in the
administration. The purpose of a Queens College PHOENIX of
representative is to make some October, 1967, deploring the
decisions as comfo rtable as possible presence of undercover
possible for the group he or she agents on campus, Queens College
represents.
President Joseph P. McMurray
Therefore, it would follow that said that the college would make
some fac ulty members, trying to "no arrangements with the police
in sure complete comfo rt for that will violate our traditional
themselves (even if at the expense freedoms," and explained that
of the students) would now like while "the College will not
to choose those students for the tolerate lawbreakers it will also
committee. I wonder; realistically, not become a party to any witch
would people from one group, hunt."

Drugs

Review

by D. Lichtenstein

Stomp
By Dave Lichtenstein

You want a job, we're offering the world.
As a TWA hostess.
And unlike most of the other airlines, when
we offer the world, we offer the world.
Because TWA flies all the way around it. To
places like London, Paris, Geneva, Rome.
Athen s, Hong Kong, Milan. Not to mention
33 cities in the Un ited States.
And when you see the world our way, you

not only see it, you get paid for it. And you
get enough time off to enjoy yourself.
There's just one thing. A lot of girls are
taking us up on our offer. And wh ile there's
still plenty of world to go arownd, it's not.
going to last forever.
.
So what you better do is call. (212) 421 -3700
Right now.
The world wa its for no woman.

Be a
TWA_Hostess
It's like no job on earth.
Ar equa l opportunity employer.

One of the most exciting stage things happening in New York is
the Shakespeare festival. And one of the finest experimen ta!
productions highlighting the season is STOMP, a rock musical.
STOMP continues the new theatre tradition begun with plays
such as HAIR and FUTZ. The group, which traces its roots from Texas
thro ugh Georgia, is the real thing. It was especially interesting for me .
Upon arriving to the theatre, and proceeding to the entrance, I
fo und to my surprise that at random a number of the audience would
be chosen as active participants in the number. Naturally , I was among
the number.
Now what this entails is quite intriguing. As part of the 'living
audience' one sits on the floor in a circle and becomes part of the plot.
(The plot is, of course, life .)
The play comes on in stages. One stage , written completely by
the acting group, another stage by outside writers, and the third a
come-together between the two. STOMP is easy to identify with. The
lyrics to the songs are great, and the acting is natural .
STOMP brings you into the "now''.· There is nothing to figure
out. You are living it . Between stages a sort 9f sensitivity session sets in.
The atmosph ere of the audience is the life, life , life. Everyone (almost)
is into it , and a mass contact commun ication ~akes place.
It is hard to try and explain STOMP with words. STOMP· is just
that. A lot of wonderful people really getting into something that they
want to share with everybody. And nobody's asking you to understand
it.
Just live it and STOMP.

Kennedy Optician
Turned on Eyeware
241-6364
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Open Registration To

Begin at N.S.C.
Full-time Newark State College for his degree. Prior planning by
students will get greater freedom the student and his advisor will
of choice in course selection when almost guarantee getting the
a new registration system goes necessary courses. However , there
into effect next September.
is the possibility the student
Newark State , along with five won't get what he wants during
othe_r New Jersey State colleges,
(Continued on Page 6)
has contracted with a comp uter
firm for a fully automated
registration system based on the
concept of open registration.
Open registration means a
student doesn't have to take his
courses in sequential order. He
can, within reason , pick the
By David M. Walsh
semester when he wants to take
Plans to structure a
certain courses.
Nominating Convention for
The new system eliminates the Spring Student Organization
arena set up that requires students elections were discussed in an
to stand in long lines to register open meeting held during the
for courses. The old system college free hour December 11th,
allowed students to choose only a 1969.
course title. Under the new
Organizers of the Convention
arrangement, they pick the time
presented
a brie f discussion of
and the professo r as well .
their
goals.
Importance was placed
A consul ting engineer fo r the
upon creating more issue oriented
computer firm said that students
elections , greater student
will request the courses they want
involvement and an apparatus
in four way s
section
more reflective of student interest
ppreference , alternates, priority
than the present primary system.
and free time .
Supportors for the Convention
Section preference means a
student can choose the period and seemed convinced that NSC
professor he wants. His chances of politics predu c es a
getting it are one in five , which is self-perpetuating oligarchy, with
about the same as in open arena issues playing a superficial role.
Ken Wilson, an organizer of the
type registration .
ff th e s tud e nt 's section Nominating Convention, said that
preference cannot be met, the at NSC there " is a multi-faceted
computer will work on alternates one party system that works to
pre-selected by the student. In t he di s adv a nt age of the
most cases, the student will ge t independent student." Student
one of his alte rnates. At the very Activity advisor Eugene Pixler
worst, he will get an altern ate made an interesting com ment in
selected by the College to meet hi s a n a l ys i s of ca mpu s
his needs. The new system will involvement when he said," ....
exhaust all possibilities for No student, faculty or
alternates; the present system administration group is really
representative of the needs of
quits after 50,000 attempts.
Newark
State College."
The system will also work on
The aim of this pre-Co nvention
priority courses. These are courses
a student says he absolutely must was to cre ate a hierarchy to work
have to sa tisfy the requirements on problems expected in the
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R~gistration Confusion: An
Apology by Dr. Daniels
by Wesley P. Daniels
Director of
Academic Advisement

however, the lot of the student at
Newark State has imporved
many-fold since the days of
Confusion and frustration "in-line" registration, prior to the
often prevail at time of use of the computor. We
registration. For the most part, administrators still manage to

Structure of Convention
Discussed At Meeting

Schedule of Events
Date

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 12/11
Event
Place

SUNDAY, JANUARY 11TH
7 :00-11 :00
CCB 2nd Annual Pre-Exam
Cartoon Festival
MONDAY,JANUARY 12TH
EXAMS
9: 00-10:00
Senate Executive Committee
Meeting
TUESDAY, JANUARY 13TH
EXAMS
1:40-2:55
Standing Committee Meetings
1:40-4:00
Curriculum Committee Meeting
7:00-10:00
Chi Delta Meeting
7:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Tau Meeting •
WEDNESDAY , JANUARY 14TH
EXAMS
Counseling Services Meeting
11 :30-1:00
11 :30-2 :00

Faculty Staff Buffet

No . Jersey Board of Women's
Officials
THURSDAY , JANUARY 15TH
EXAMS
8: 30-5 :00
Placement Interviews

7 :30-9: 00

FRIDAY, JANUARY 16TH
EXAMS
8:30-10:00
In stitutional Planning Bd.
Meeting
7:00-10:30
Nu Delta Pi Alumni Meeting
SATURDAY, JANUARY 17TH
9 :30-3 :00
Classroom Renaissance

! .. ..... .... .

Little Theatre

Townsend Old Faculty Lounge

Various
Locations
T 107
Willis 200
L 105

Downs Meeting Rm B
Downs Faculty Din. Rm.
D' Angola Gym

Act. Bldg.,
Rm B

Downs Meeting Rm B
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

upcoming Convention. The
agenda called for the election of a
permanent Convention chairman
and selection of committee
chairmen in five areas of concern.
Before this business could be
attended to, a crucial controversy
arose over the legitimacy of the
Convention itself. Lengthy
discussion developed as to the real
mo tives fo r the Convention. Other
students wanted proof of its need
and what it would accomplish in
reality.
Students expressed their
genuine pessimism that a
Nominating Convention could
bring about more student
involvement. An alternative was
suggested that Independents and
other students who could not
identify with the present system
form an organization with a
platform reflecting their interests
and run a slate of candidates who
can truly re present them.

The real argument was over the
legitimacy of the body present
which reflected about 1½% of the
student population. Of the 50
peopl e present many were
committed against the idea of a
Convention and roughly half were
Greeks. Students asked what right
did these few have to organize and
structure their ow n Conven tion
and claim broad base suppor t?
As a result the organization
eventually agreed to hold a
referendum on the issue. This
referendum would give the
student body a chance to vote on
the question. With expressed
student approval of the
Nominating Convention it would
acquire the legitimacy it needs
and not merely reflect the
thoughts of a well-meaning few .
The committee then decided to
adjourn until procedure s to set up
the referendum co uld be
presented fo r Student Council
app roval.

promote situations which, in spite
of inadvertent ongm, create
problems for the registering
student.
For example, we instructed
everyone to secure "the signature
of your faculty counselor" on a
Request Card when, in fact better
than one-quarter of the
undergraduate population was
never assigned a counselor. To the
thousand or so freshmen and
many transfer students, for whom
this predicament existed, go our
apology and a brief explanation as
to what happened.
Academic advisement may be
classified into two broad
catego ries, dealing first with
general education and basic core
requirements and secondly with
specific major (and sometimes
mi nor) requ irments and options,
w h e re they exist. Generally
speaking , the student who seeks
advisement in the former category
is directed to the Office of
Academic Advisement which is
located at Townsend Hall , T l 08 ,
while those who identify with a
major department are encouraged
to seek appropriate counsel
through the ch airman of that
department or a fac ulty member
so de s i g n ate d with thi s
responsibility.
It was in the in terest of
breaking the "structure barrier"
(Continued on Page 5)

Students Contribute To
Op e ration o f Departments
biological science, there is a examples, are Music Student
By Frank Ro scus
" They have been contribu ting confusion concerning the students Fac ult y committee, and
to the general ope ra tion -of the that have been majoring in science E lementary Ed. the stud ents
department ," commented Martin up to now and are now divided. directly on the committee .
S. Buchner of the Fine Arts Dept. Which dept. majors shall represent
Dr. Jane Guianne stated, ''I'm
Mr. Buchner was speaking of the them or should both? The other sure that by the end of the
par ticipation of student on the method is to place students academic year all the depts. will
depar tment's co mmittee enabling dir ect l y onto th e d e pt. have one or the o ther (method) in
students to be more effective in committees.
operation."
the "policy making bodies" at
Dinner
Luncheon
Replies are returning to the
N.S.C. The Fine Arts Dept., which
Snacks
has had re presentatives , since the executive committee with the
"69" spring semester, and was the departments method chosen. Two
first department to adopt the
Restaurant & Loun~e
idea, feels it is a success.
Featuring Giant Sized:
At the beginning of this
Ho t Dogs
SC I ENTI F I C
semester , Directives were
COMPUTER M AT C HING
* Burgers *
distributed to the various depts.
A ll A ges Entire U.S.A .
Est . 1966
Steamed Clams
u1 t really works, " acclaim thousan d s
on campus. It was decided by the
of our ha pp ily mated cou p les.
and
Jumbo
Shrimp
Sen d for FRE E questionnaire
Executive Committee, Faculty
686-1200
Senate and Student Org. that
TEAM Proiect
2258 Morris Ave., Union, N.J.
there should be more " student
101 W 30 St.
NYC 10001
participation in governance." The
directive informed of the two
methods of representation. The
6 COLLEGE GIRLS
first type is to create a Student
Faculty Committee . This
NEEDED TO SELL
committee shall be chaired by the
dept. chairman and will include
PANTYHOSE.
the departmental chairmen of the
Curriculum Committee and
45c PROFIT Y.
Personnel Relations. Student
representatives shall be elected by
ON EACH PAIR SOLD
the students of that "major" and
SELL AT OWN CONVEN IENCE
will be responsible to those
" maj o r s". A problem arose
co n c erning this year's many
CONTACT JUDY BOR G uncommi tte d entries. These
st udent s m igh t have no
445-0067
representatives. Also, with those
cour ses tha t hav e become
AFTER 5:30 P.M.
specialized, such as science which
has been divided into physical and

GEORGE'S

Meet Your Ideal Mate

THE INDEPENDENT
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"Truth cannot be /or.ceJ b~t m11,st be allowed to plead
.- .

.

.

/or itself,"

.

•.

l

•-

Popular Editor?
The pending motion to open the
elections of the Independent and the
Memorabilia to the entire student body in an
effort to "democratize" both publications
brings many questions to the forefront that
would otherwise be dismissed by people
unfamiliar with the realm of public
journalism.
More than the fact that Editors Alton,
Stein, and Lewis feel that democratization
by public vote or a publications board is
absurd, we as editors sincerely question the
motives behind the motion. Only the
Independent and Memorabilia have been
isolated . If the premise is participatory
democracy for all publications funded by
students, why not Basbu and Dana?
Several observations can be made about
the popular election of editors of campus
publications. "To fulfill its functions and
responsibilities a newspaper cannot be part
of a political situation. Its duty is to observe
the political process, not be ·part of it,
except through editorial comment and
endorsement."

It would be totally unrealistic to believe
that the student body as a whole would be
competant enough to judge journalistic
aptitude or who can function best at
producing a publication.
A trait of a quality publication is the
ability to develop continuity or editorial
policies of its own . Public elections tend to
create anarchy and revolution from year to
year, and staffs quit en masse when their
candidate loses the editorship.
Perhaps it is the intent of a few to
diagnose the Independent and Memorabilia
as institutes of malpractise , disguised as a
group of self-perpetuating elitist snobs.
If so, then we can only look back in
despair to a multitude of times in the past
years when we very conscientiously made
the public aware of the fact that there were
positions open , yet have only received a bare
minimum of applications.
Finally , and maybe most importantly, if
student council is to pass this motion, the
autonomy, like the autonomy of the class of
1973 , will have been grossly violated.

STUDENT THIS CONCERNS YOU
PERSONALLY
Uptight About Exams?
Need A Place To Go?
Need Someone To Talk To?
There will be 24 hour service open to all students the week of exams. Come
down to the Boys Dorm to relax and relieve any tensions over a cup of
coffee and good talk You will be welcome to come down to the campus anytime, or just give us a
call, we'll be there - Watch for posted Bulletins Concerned Students

January 8, 1970

Bandwagon

On Hate

To the Editors:
In a rather awkward attempt to
"get on the bandwagon" and
criticize religion, the following
quotation by H.L. Mencken was
published in the December 11
issue of the Independent :
"Religion is the greatest
formenter of hatred the World has
ever seen." Perhaps Mr. Mencken
intended for the word "World" to
begin with a capital letter in this
quotation . However, there is no
word , to my knowledge , spelled
f-o-r -m-e-n-t-e-r. Perhaps the
philosophers of the Indepen det
forgot how to spell FOMENT?
Spiro T.

To the Editors:
In the December 11 issue of
the Independent, the quotation of
the week was that " Religion is the
greatest fomenter of hatred the
world has ever seen." l cannot
agree with this statement by H.L.
Mencken. Most religions state the
exact opposite.
In the Bible, it is written:
"Thou shalt not hate thy neighbor
in thy heart; thou shalt not
rebuke thy neighbor, and not bear
sin because of him. Thou shalt not
take vengeance, nor bear any
grudge against the children of thy
people , but thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself." (Leviticus
XIX; I 7-1 9) Hillel , one of the
greatest of the ancient Rabbis,
declared: "Whatever is ha tefuJ
unto thee, do it not unto thy
fellow: this is the whole Torah
(Bible); the rest is explanation ."
Jesus restated this Golden Rule
in its positive form and also said:
"Love your enemies and pray for
your persecutors, only so can you
be chil dren of your heavenly
Father, who makes his sun rise on
good and bad alike, and sends rain
on the honest and dishonest ...
You must therefore be all
goodness, just as your heavenly
Father is all good."
The Chinese teacher
Confuscious stressed benevolent
love and the ruJes of proper

Revolution
To the Editors :
Reply to R.D .B. Man , you are
so full of shit it shows! Who the
hell says that no one can be a
revolutionary unless he (or she)
carried a gun and kills people , or
burns and loots and destroys. Was
Attila the Hun a revolutionary?
What about Ghengis Kahn?
Ghan di sure as hell was. You left
out the real reason England left
India. Ghandi an d his followers,
by non-violence, made India such
a pain in the ass that England
figured it wasn't worth the money
and prestige to stay there. You
wouJd do well to hit the books a
little bit harder yourself; find out
what revolution means. I don't
have a dictionary handy but it will
probably come out to something
like "a dramatic change in the
order of things". Then you will
find out that there are many ways
of bringing this change about.
When yo u find this out you will
realize any revoluation needs all
the help it can get. When you do
realize this you wil l stop putting
down anyone who does not ·
conform to your way of doing
things and say, "Get it on brother;
I think your poems are dippy ; but
you push and I'll pull and we'll
get it there" .
Robert E. Lee

conduct.

He

also

stated

the

Gol den Rule: " Do not do unto
others what you would not like
yourself." Buddha also taught the
Golden Rule , as well as virtue,
kindness, love , and .compassion.
Most religions urge people to
respect one another. Ideally, they
shouJd. Actually , they do not.
People sometimes use religion to
justify bad actions. Slaveholders
in the South a century ago quoted
the Bible to justify owning slaves.
(In reference to that - Thou shalt
not deliver unto his master a
bondman that is escaped from his
master unto thee ."
Deuteronomy XXIII: I 6). Holy
wars were declared, people hate
(Continued on Page 6)
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Director Daniels Apologizes
for Registration Contusion
(Continued from Page 2)

that two i n novations were
introduced for the first time this
year at Newark State. Ironically,
these contributed to the
confusion which has just been
cited.
ln past years , each stu dent
admitted to the CoUege either as a
freshman or one with advanced
standing was assigned to a specific
adviser-counselor through the
auspices of the Counseling
Services. This "faculty friend" ,
who may or may not have been
associated with the particular
major department of his
counselee, was given specific and
general information about
registration procedure , thus
rendering him able to be of
material assistance to his assigned
st udent charge. No such
counselling assignments were
made this year. Instead, the
Counseling and Psychological
Services division has been
expanded both in facilities and
personnel an d students are
encouraged to seek these services
individually and on a completely
volu ntary basis as the need may
arise. At the same time, tentative
plans emerged for greater
advising-involvement among the
departments themselves in order
to take up the slack create d by

the non-assignment of specific
faculty to specific stu dents. This
plan might have been more
successful had all students
continued to be identified with a
particular department.
instead, all freshmen , members
of the class of 1973, were entered
in September "to the coll ege",
uncommitted , and in no specific
major. While it is true that most
of this class had indicated
interest-areas of study , no one is
committed to a major program
until a formal decl arationacceptance procedure takes place
in -his mid-sophomore year;
exceptions to this do exist for
those in structured professional
programs such as the Fine and
industrial Arts, Music , Speech ,
Science , and Physical Education
programs.
Perhap s it is of Ii t t le
consolation to those personally
involved this year to suggest that
the innovations just described
have far greater long-range
advantages for all students than
the current problems that often
accompany change, even if it be a
change for the better.
The a d <led burden on
advisement needs of stu dents was
handled on a crisis-extension basis

of existing personnel in T-108 in
addition to complete cooperative
assitance by members of the
Registrar's staff. Department
chairmen each played a greater
role than ever before in meeting
stu dent needs in both major and
general education categories. Of
course, the service will be
expanded, but it is the writer's
opinion that this will not
necessarily take the form of a
larger central office. Rath er, new
personnel will likely be selected
according to particular division
interests. For example, full-time
a dvi sors may eventually be
assigned to each of the four
divisions as listed in the master
pl an for development. Each
advisor in turn would align
himself with his division ,
participating in its professional
activities whi le being the
authority for its several curricula
an d specific student requirements
of the departmental majors he
represents. For the sake of
maintaining co ll ege-wide
uniformity , each would be
responsible to the Director who in
turn would maintain a staff of
professionals to assit the
uncommitted student. Hopefully,
some expansion of Advisement
will be realized by the fall of
1970.

Page 5

1961 in_Review
(Continued from Page 3S)

friends. He_ does not know in
which direction to run.••
"The Idiot" came to Newark
State via the Fine A rts Film .
Club. " Even under the handicap of being a French movie,
a bout Russian people , with English subtitles, the subtleness o f the
plot was not lost. It was a shame
that this emotional experience
was not shared by others."
A symposium on ''What is the
World " was held. It wasn't a
true symposium , though , due to
the lac k of a l coholic beverages ,
but it more than fulfilled the requirements intellectually. One of
the rememberable quotes came
from Dr. Didsbury, ''No man or
i nstitution should be . honored
above the truth.'' Other members
of the s ymposium
w e re Dr. R oth, chairman , Dr .
Allen, Dr. Zoll , and Dr. Dor cy.
Dr. Rychard Fink sta rted the
Freshman Seminar Series speakin~ on "Edu cation in a World of
Anxiety" . . .John Masterson
started
his "tongue-in - che ek
(and foot in mouth)" series entitled "The Majors." As far as
John is concerned, most people
in this college "require con_siderable understanding , much
sympathy, and not a little psyc hiatric care."

"Glass Menagerie" c:ast
Tennesee William's ''Glass
Menagerie'' was presented by the
Theatre Guild. Everything was
enjoyed except for ''you know
who." Al Einseidler won the
presiden cy of the Freshman
class , after tying on the first
ballot. .. Thursday was Wednesday, and Friday was Tuesday--a
truly fiendish scheme for making N.S.C. students c razy. . .
Ri c hard Wilbur , poet, teacher
and Pulitzer Prize winner lectured. One critic wrote . "Wilbur points toward a time when
tenderness will perhaps not be so
rare, when a new freshness will
restore modern poetry and a new
strength
sustain it." Student
Coun c il appropriated $5 000 for
the Kane building. . .Dr. 0.E.
Knox, Peace Corps representative, came and set a few stude nts thinking about joining . . .
"Pather Pan c hali" was the second Fine Arts Filn:i Club pre
sentation . . . "

3.45 grade point basis . . . Nancy
Ohara ,
WUS
representative,
came to discuss self-help and
mutual aid programs within the
world's academic community.

November

Dr. Fried Rlc:e
Dr. Arnold Rice , of the History
departipent, had his book about
the Ku · Klux Klan published. Harry Golden wrote the introdu ction.
Norman Brown blasted t he Inter - Fraternity -Sorority-Council as being undemocratic, des potic, and ineffective. He claimed
that the council completely disregarded ex post facto .. .

December
The History and English departments announced that curricul1,1m changes would soon be
made . . . The English department
had a "nice" tea ... John Mason
Brown
appeared as the first
speaker in the '61-'62 Lecture
Series . His speech entitled "Seeing Things'' was well accepted
by the students and faculty . . .
The Messiah came once more
to D' Angola gymnasium and was
also well greeted . . . The Carnegie String Quartet came this
month (yawn).
Now that we have looked back
on 1961 , let us look forward to
1962 with the hope that we will
benefit from our mistakes and
that the happiness of thepastwill
be multiplied in the future.

Biography

Stuart D. Oderman

Next Governor?

;::;:;::::::~:;:;::::::

...............,.,,~-.otfletlOnll,.,...~

Richard Hughes and James P .
Mitchell, candidates for Governor of New Jersey, spoke at the
college. In our mock election
Hughes won, and Dr. Matthew
. Dolkey led the write-in count
with six votes. We still think
Krajewski should have won . . .
Metropolitan Box tickets were
made available to students and
faculty . . . The sophomore re. quirements for Dean's List were
chan~ed back to lOo/o instead of a

The following story was written by Mr. Stuart D . Oderman .
Mr . Oderman, a 1961 graduate
of Newark State, was feature
editor of the INDEPENDENT last
year. Perhaps his best known fictional character is "Au t umn
Bl.ssom Hennique , • • who appears
briefly in this 5tory. "Autumn
and Mrs. Clover " ran in serial
form from January to June . He
is . also the author of several
lesser-known works , such as
"Tea and Strumpets," an Elizabethean comedy .
At present , Mr . Oderman is
teaching English in South Falls burg,
New York Junior High
I School. It is with real pleasure
that we welcome him back, even
if it is but a brief guest appearance .
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Open Registration To
Start In Spring
(Continued from Page 2)

the semester he wants it, but he
will eventually get it.
Students can also sign up for
free time. This will take
precedence over any course
selections the stu dent has made to
assure him of being free during a
certain time period for a necessary
job or co-curricular activity. The
consultant stated the student
must make a value judgment in

Mr. Loeliger

this case and can only hurt
himself by misusing the free time
option.
Lineup for the processing of
student requests will be based on
the number of credits a student
has completed. Thus , seniors will
be processed first and freshmen
last.
Some st udent s will be
processed outside the regular
order of seniors first and freshmen
last; this is a special category to
take care of students with unusual
problems within their majors.
Jacques Loeliger, Registrar at
NSC states that : "first iteration of
the system will be in the Spring,
and with it some patience will be
required; since, the students will
be inputting their schedules
against a master schedule , and it is
certain that there will not be a
100% meshing. "
He added: "99.2% will have
the full schedules they have aske d
for , 80% getting their first
choices, 16% of the students will
be in full schedules with some
changes in them , and only a scant
estimated 4% will be in alternate
or partial schedules."

Jo All "Law-Abidding"
· White Citizens
(Continued from Page 3)

large turns its head from their
persecution.
Most of us no longer admit so
readily to our illiberal impulses,
because it is now popular to be
unprejudiced. As a result, the
police have become the repository
of most active bigotry and racism
in this democratic society. This is
the only reason the so-called
"concerned" are attacking them
so. But the problem is not that
police work attracts especially
authoritarian or sadistic men, but
that America wants one thing,
while she pretends to want
another. So rest assured ... all the
public disapproval of "police
brutality" is pure hypocrisy.
The actions of the over-zealous
police, not only have the covert
support of the society at large,
but in like manner have the silent
encou ragement of the American
courts. The criminal courts are
not regarded as tribunals for
ascertaining fact , but as
administrative adjuncts to the
police, with their objective being
the most desirable results. The
courts do this by allowing the

More Sound & Fury
On Hate
(Continued from Page 4)

R.S . who held out so long , but
how about ticketing the fellow
who parks nearly on top , around,
and under me?
Pam Pinter '71

referendum. This can only be
"legitimate" if they vote on a
completely structured Convention
not merely a "concept. "
David M. Walsh

Independent
Convention

Thank You

their neighbors, crusades are
fought, · strangers kill other
strangers, all in the name of
"religion ." Yet, it is not religion
itself which leads to hatred;
religion asks people to love one
To the Editors:
another. It is not religion, but
Thank you for numbering the
parking lot rows. Now its more
rather the ABUSE OF RELIGION
that is the greatest fomen tor of To the Editors:
convenient.
hatredtheworldhaseverseen.
As a student council
A question: Why the barrier
Neil Cohn '72 representative present of the and restriction on leaving Willis
pre-convention meeting last Parking Lot to go over to Green
Thursday , I would like to present Lane? Is there any purpose in it?
some points that may be of As I see it, opening up that route
interest to students.
wouldn't cause traffic jams, on
First of all I am not an the contrary, it would be very
To the Editors:
The parking problem at organizer of this Convention but helpful and a much easier, safer,
Newark State is acute and feel that if student support makes and shorter way of leaving for
knowledgable to all. However , the it a reality then I should join many of us.
ultimate of inanities was other students in trying to make it
Rosanne '72.
manifested as I received a parking as fair and democratic as possible.
The concept of a Convention
ticket at 8: 15 p.m. for parking in
a school bus zone. Now, tell me may prove to be a good thing for
what school bus utilizes this area Newark State College. I feel
at the hour state d? Furthermore, however that acceptance of a
all nearby spaces were taken and "concept" can be dangerous. Only
being alone, a female , and not if the student is fully
desirous of rape, the following knowledgeable of the
-(Co ntinued from Page 1)
action is obviously highly ramifications of this step can it be there is the requirement that
justifiable. As the campus close good.
issues so discussed will, without
their eyes to illegally parked cars
I maintain the students of the inordinate delay, result in
all day, I imagine that those college should have the right to concrete decisions.
happy ticket writing fingers could express their feelings on the
The "Statement" further
stand it no longer. My regards to Convention in the form of a proposes the formation of a
College Rights Committee which
could hear changes brought by
students against faculty,
administrators or employees of
New York to London
the college. This solution is far
Nu Theta Chi cordially
Summer vacation trips
from complete, however, for the
invites any organization or
Round trip $169. Now filling
Rights Committee would have no
studen t to sponsor a girl in the
- small deposit and payments
legal judicial or punitive power
anriual "Ten BestDressedCollege
Send for free details.
although recommendations could
Girls" sponsored by Glamour
Student Globe Roamers - Box
be forwarded to proper
Magazine. Anyone interested •
6575, Hollywood , Florida
authorities.
please notify Pat Harrington 33021.
Mr. Oliva further stated: "Time
M.B. 50 by Friday 1 /9 - Please
is
short
and the growing populace
Make your Saturday night
give the name & phone No. of
of the college community
richer! Join Guys and Dolls
the girl entering contest. The
increases 'the chances of conflict.
dating Service. You may be in
contest is being held on Feb.
It
is therefore imperative that
for a pleasant surprise!!
11 , 1970.
Student Council act immediately ·
Box 694
to remedy the situation.
Hillside, N.J .

Parking

Judicial
Policy

·Classified Ads

January 8, 1970

policeman to determine too much
for himself, in patterns biased , if
not racist. This is done with the
infamous triad of charges, ... 1)
Disorderly Conduct, 2) Resisting
Arrest, and 3) Felonious Assault.
These. three charges with a
"story" to support them are
enough to guarantee conviction.
The legal codes allow the
policeman to determine what is
"o rderly "
and what is
"disorderly", a most dangerous
power.
To illustrate my point. If a
hippie adorned himself with
mismatched shoes, a passing
policeman (in N.Y.C.) would be
''within his vested power" if he
stopped the hippie and questioned
him as to why he was wearing a
brown and black shoe, (certainly a
disorder). If this same policeman
decided to strike this hippie ( and
this is no rarity), and the hippie
"flinched" or tried to protect
himself by "raising his arm", this
policeman would be "within his
vested power" in charging the
hippie with "resisting arrest". If
this same arresting officer decides
that he is going to "take the
hippie in", the now struggling
hippie must be very careful as to
where he touches the policeman
in the struggle, because if the
hippie has the audacity to so
much as gesture in anger, the
arresting officer would be "within
his vested power" in charging the
hippie with "felonious assault".
These cases are quite common on
the street corners in large urban
areas, especially to minority group
members, (Blacks and Puerto
Ricans).
Consequently, the police can
do just about anything they please
(provided they have the
appropiate cover charge) to
anyone they wish, which is
usually minority group members,
hippies, or anyone deviating from
the "norm". So according to how ,
and in what sequence or
combination they use these three
charges, they are ''within their
vested power".

As long as White America
wants oppression and facism, the
police will oppress and be facist.
As long as White America won' t
admit that she desires oppression
aod facism, the policemen will
continue to lie.

Hollander
Plays
(Continued from Page 1)

He is actively involved in
experimental educational
programs in the public school
system and giving much time and
effort to the education-musical
and otherwise-of our nation's
youth, based on his belief that
re-opening lines of
communication with young
people is crucial to the future of
the arts.
Mr . Hollander is also
conducting college seminars,
covering areas often far removed .
from the study · of music ;
exploring man's capacity for
sensitivity and awareness. Such
seminars will be held this year at
the University of California
campuses at Los Angeles, San
Diego, Riverside and Davis.
Although these educational
efforts now comprise a major
portion of his involvements, he
continues a regular concert
schedule. This season includes
appearances in New York, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Detroit and Cleveland,
with orchestra, in recital and
chamber recital.
Lorin Hollander began
studying the piano when he was 4.
From age 8 until 20 he studied
exc lusively with Edward
Steuermann. Since the death of
Mr. Steuermann in 1964, he has
been primarily on his own.
However , he has worked with
Olga Stroumillo, Max Rudolf, and
Leon Fleisher.
He is also an active composer,
an apprentice conductor, and a
TV regular. He lives with his wife
in Greenwich Village.

Sigma Beta Tau
presents

4th Annual Benefit Dance
for the
Woodbridge ~tate School
At N .S.C. College Snack Bar
Saturday, Jan. 10, 1970

Music by the B.L. T.
Donation $1.50
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Squires Traveling That Rocky Road
Drop To Disappointing Record
Montclair

Christmas Tourney

by Randy McCarthy

NSC's basketball team is
finding the going a bit rough these
days, particularly during the past
three weeks. During that span, the
Squires had their ups and down s
(mainly downs) , as they suffered
losses in four of their last five
games. Anyone attending these
games probably witnessed
every thing from exciting
basketball (Montclair) and victory
(Rutgers) to complete frustration
(Stevens Tech), as well as a
mysterious score clock and a fist
fight (Jersey City) to top it off.
Here's the latest from the bench

r

(???)
NEWARK-MONTCLAIR
Montclair State College
brought its undefeated .four game
win streak in to the D' Angola
Gymnasium way back on Dec.
15th. Montclair State left the gym
with one more victory, keeping its
undefeated skein intact after five
games. But , by NO mean s was it
that simple! NSC gave it a valiant
try before finally being overtaken
by the stronger Upper Montclair
team 86-63.
Newark State, not to be taken
lightly despite its weak (l-5)
record, illustrated this point to
the visitors as they ran almost
head to head with heavily favored
Montclair throughout the first
half.
The visitors opened the game
by scoring the first four points
and kept the lead for the initial
4½ minutes before Wilbur Aikins
connected on a two-pointer to tie
the game at 8-all. Montclair then
began to peck away to a 39-26
halftime margin, highlighted by
Harry James' 35 foot jump shot at
the buzzer. NSC stayed in
contention on the scoring of 18 of
their 26 first half points by Wilbur
Aikins and Alex Kennedy with
nine apiece .
The Squires, refusing to be put
down so easily, opened the second
half on a Dan Pocus foul shot, a
George Gilcrest bucket, and a Wil
Aikins free throw which closed
the gap to l O (40-30). The Indians
returned with two baskets,
making the score 44-30. NSC then
staged a brilliant come back as
Alex Kennedy fired in a nifty
jumper from the top of the key to
give the Blue and Gray the first of
its 10 straight points. George
Gilcrest added another deuce to
the Squire cause with his hook
shot that closed the margin to I 0
again, 44-34. Alex Kennedy,
playi ng hea~s-up ball all night,

Monmouth
By Randy McCarthy

Squires sharpen their shots at recent practice.

stole the ball and raced down
court, scoring two more with the
lay-up. Jump shots by Wil Aikins
and Dan Pocus caught the Indians
in a panic. The scoreboard showed
the Squires trailing by four,
44-40, before the disorganized
visitors were forced to call time
out, with 14 :59 remaining.
Phil Baccarella tossed in two
foul shots, but freshman John
Costley countered with a jumper
which kept the fans on their feet.
Just when things were looking
good for the home team ,
Montclair coach Ollie Gelston sent
in substitute Bob Heck. The
Indians struck with nine straight
points, six scored on Heck's long
jumpers.

It was the bench that made the
difference in this one, as NSC's
tiring starters had trouble in
keeping up with the fast-breaking
Indians who were able to
substitute and still come on
strong. From this point on, the
visitors made it look easy as they
coasted the rest of the way.
Montclair edged Newark from the
floor, hitting on 44% of their
shots, while the losers were 26 for

67, or 39% from the field. The
taller Indians also dominated the
boards, pulling down 53 team
rebounds to Newark State's 34.
However , there were a few
bright spots for the Squires. Alex
Kennedy , a very prom1smg
freshman from J.P. Stevens High ,
Edison , played a truly outstanding
game for the Squires. The 5'9"
playmaker emerged as the game's
high scorer with a fine 23 point
performance. Not to be denied
praise are sophomores Wilbur
Aikins and Dan Pocus. Both boys
played their usual strong ball
game. Wil, playing with an eye
injury sustained in the game,
managed to fire 17 points through
the hoop and grab 13 bounds
from a tough Montclair squad.
Dan Pocus added 13 points to the
Squire cause and rounded out
Squire scorers in double figures .
This game also marked the initial
appearance of Jim Marino this
year. The ailing junior tested his
ankle which is still in the process
of healing. Jim hopefully will be
back in action after Christmas
vacation. Harry James' 22 points
was high for the winners.

All-Greek Squad Named
EGCGEOB
BB-

"When they play good, they look good - and when they play
bad, they look real bad." The latter was the case in the opening round
of the NCE Christmas tournament as Newark State was thwarted by a
"so-so" Stevens Tech team 52-50. Both teams looked extremely weak
as they danced their way to a disgraceful 20-18 halftime score in favor
of the Hoboken school.
The second half was slightly better than the first (which isn't
saying much.) At least there was a dramatic ending offered to the 20
plus crowd on hand . With State trailing by four , Wilbur Aikins tossed
shortly thereafter, connecting on both free throws to tie the game with
0:27 on the clock. Newark State soon saw victory turn the tables as Art
Keltor sunk two charity chucks with 9 seconds left, and so ended a very
frustrating night for the Squires.
Newark· State returned the following night for the consolation
game and dropped a 90-76 decision to host NCE. Bloomfield College
took the top spot in the tourney.
The game was fairly close throughout until Jerry Kudrick and
Amboy star hurt the Squires all night with his ho t hand which enabled
him to score 28 points, game high for the night. Newark State had some
sharpshooters of their own. Dan Pocus led the Squire scorers with a fine
26 point performance and George Gilcrest, enjoying his best night
offensively as he fired in 21 points. Alex Kennedy and Jim Marino
rounded out double figures for NSC, scoring 12 and 10 p oints
respectively .

Offense
Defense
Steve Basarab (Pi)
E - Mike V itale ( Ch i)
Keith Gree ley (Chi)
E - Bill Loeh ning (Tau)
Sand y Carter (Pi)
MG - Tom Murawsk i (Chi)
Ken May (Tau)
B - Kevin Mcconville (Pi)
Sal Mantegna (Tau)
B - Al K incel (Tau )
- Frank Lineberry (Tau)
B - Frank Sheppard (Ch i)
Bob Giberna (Chi)
B - Jack Hart (Chi)
Kermit Clements ( Chi)
B - Rich Merrill (Pi )
Punter - Stan Pietrzyk (P i)
Kicker - Al Ramsey ( Pi)

Monmouth College , behind the
powerful rebounding of Ed
Ha I icki and a 27 point
performance by captain John
Barone, destroyed a smaller,
inexperienced Newark State squad
by a score of J 15 to 57 in a game
played duri the week of December
1st. at the beautiful West Lo ng
Branch gym.
Monmouth took the tap, and
before 10 seconds had elapsed,
John Barone and the Hawks had
their first two points of the ball
game. NSC came right back to tie
it up at two all on Dan Pocus'
deuce. Monmouth's 6'8" Tom
Hennessey put the home team in
the lead for good with a jump
shot and a foul, while Baronne
added another two for 7-2 lead.
Wil Aikins then made good on a
bucket before Monmouth pulled a
brief streak of seven points.
Freshman Doug Borchers hit from
the floor to cut the victor's lead
to eight, but the tough Hawk
team racked up another eight
point string before the Squires
called time out with 10:52
remaining.
NSC couldn't get organized as
they continued not only to make
foolish mistakes but also allowed
Monmouth to score on these
errors. The Hawks ran away with
the game midway through the
first half when they outscored the
Blue & Gray 25-7 for a 50-20
half-time lead.
The Squires looked a little
better in the second half, but
found it just about impossible to
cut that enormous Hawk lead of
3 l points with 17 minutes
remaining. The best NSC could do
was to score the next six points
on baskets by Dan Pocus, Alex
Kennedy, and George Gilcrest to
make the score 60-33
(Monmouth). However, the shore
power house seemed to score at
will before ending the game with
l 15 points.

J. City
The new year usually brings a
number of resolutions in hopes of
"turning over a new leaf." The
new year did not seem to make
any difference to NSC's basketball
team as they continued their
losing ways last Friday. This time
th ey were p rey for J ersey City

State, besting the Squires 96-67.
The red hot Gothics just
couldn't miss on their home court
in shooting a phenomenal 60%
from the floor. They were even
more impressive from the foul line
as they converted 14 out of 18
free throws. The Squires made
37% of their goals and went 16
for 30 from the lines.
Jersey City State didn't waste
much time in taking the reigns.
Within the first three minutes of
play, they ran up a 9-0 lead before
Wilbur Aikins broke the ice for
the Squires on a free throw . While
NSC scored their next four points
via the foul line, Jersey City
added IO more for a 19-5 margin.
The Gothics were off and running
from here, finally closing the first
half with a 51-30 advantage.
The closest the Squires could
come to catching the Gothics was
13 points (55-42) with 16: 15
remaining, but that did not last
long as the victors continued their
torrid shooting to put the game
out of reach.
Jim Marino , recovering from
that pre-season ankle injury, led
the Squire scorers with 15 points.
Ale~ Kennedy and Wil Aikins
were · the only other two Squires
to rut double figures, both
chipping in with 13 apiece. The
loss left the varsity with a bleak
2-8 overall record. The Squires
have dropped all three conference
tilts.
NSC's freshman team dropped
its seventh game in a row by a
score of 84-67. Bill Stark led the
Squire yearlings with 17 points.
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JANUARY
For the first time in six years,
Middle St ates Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
visited Newark State, Representatives of the Association came
as a part of the committee of
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education who
investigated the education programs,
While they were here, they
chose students at random and
asked them about their feelings
on college policies and extracurricular activities, They also
notified juniors and seniors, who
were practice teaching, to return
to campus for conferences,

leika Mussi of F lori ~ 99olis ,
Brazil and Mika Mayoraz, of
Sante Fe, Argentina.

Carolina Israelite", came to
Newark State as thefinalspeaker
of the Ernest M. Townsend
Memorial Lecture Series.
Mr. Golden stated that the
Jewish people have arrived because they have chocolate matzohs and Elizabeth Taylor, so
should the Negro arrive, because
only in America could this happen. Mr. Golden also recommended a "vertical plan" and
the "borrow-a-child" p~an to
ease the integration problem.

•••

The speakers for the third annual Lecture Series were announced, by Tony Conte, student
co-director of the Series, and Dr.
Donald Raichle, professor of Social Studies. Dr. Martin Luther
King, the first speaker will coine
to the college on February 9,
and will be followed by Max
Lerner on March 2. William O.
Dougl,iss will appear on May 10,
and Margaret Webster will be
the last speaker, scheduled to
the college on April 25.

•••

•••

•••

Mr. Harrison Salisbury of the
New York TIMES appeared as the
third speaker of the Towns and
Memorial Lecture Series. Mr.
Salisbury had accompanied VicePresident Nixon on his tour of
t he Soviet Union, and Nikita
Khrushehev on his tour of the
United States ,
During World War ·11, Mr.
Salisbury was . appointed London
Manager of UP and Director of
European Coverage. He accompanied Eric Johnson, head of the
United States Chamber of Commerce, on his 6,000 mile-tour,
visiting the Urals, Siberia, Central Asia and the ''forbidden"
cities of Samarkand and Tashkard. When the war ended, he
returned to the United States
to become Foreign News Editor
of UP, and later joined the staff
of the New York TIMES,

Stan Davis' car
Students had two-half days off
from school when a total of 14. 2
inches of snow fell on the metropolitan ar ea, Stan Davis particularly felt the brunt of the snowfall when his car skidded down the
banks of the brook.

•••

FEBRUARY
Dr. Sylvia Becker, college phys ician resigned after serving in
that post for ten years. She was
succeeded by Dr. Anna I. Chorkawa. who also practiced as a
pediatrician at St. Mary's Hospital, Orange, N,J.

•••

Juniors and seniors .r eturn
from practicum an d practice
teaching -- with varied opinions
of the experience.

The REFLECTOR elected editors for the coming year, and
chose Peter Barrett as editorin-chief. Andrea Loomis was
elected managing editor, Cynthia
Juds on, news editor, Jan Pjcarell
and Carl Marinelli, sports editors. Also elected were Lor enzo
Gilchriest, art editor, Stu Oder man, Jim Haney, bus iness manager, Ruth Vernick and Sandra
Treat as copy editors and Leona
Kanter and Yolanda Torre, will
serve as public relations managers.

•••

Frosh Hazing
F orty-four Newark State students attended a Leadership Confer ence on the weekend of September 16-18 at the Schiff Scout •
Leader 'iraining Reservation in
Mendham. The leaders flatly c ondemned student apathy on campus
and the lack of purpose in most
student organizations, and resolved to work to eliminate these
inadequacies when they r eturned
to c ampus.
OCTOBER

Three new buildings are in the
plans for NSC, it was announced.
••
The facilities are to include a
Dr. Hugh Brooks of the Social laboratory school, a girl's r eStudies Department planned an
sidence hall, and an audit or ium.
Afr ican s afari, s chedu led to le ave It was also announced that addiin mid-June, which would cover . tions to the College Center, lithe west and center of Africa. brary, gymnasium and fine and
The tour, however, was can- industrial arts wing ar e planned.
celled, due to unforseen circum•
stances.
John Ciardi, poet and profes••
sor of English at Rutgers UniDr. Lenore Vaughn-Eames was versity spoke to an audience that
awarded a gold key on Wednesday filled the Little Theater on Octohy Kappa Delta Pi because of the ber 6.
servic e rendered to the s ociety
•••
and t he school. D r . VaughnE ames r etired 'from her post
of Director of Graduate Progr am
in March.

•

•••

TIie Tulsa Modern Choir was
br ought to Newark State by the
College Center and gave a perfo r mance of religious, folk, and
theater songs, along with a concept of thereophonic sound.

Dr. Bertram Vogel of the Education Department was appointed
supervisor of psychotherapy at
the The odor Reik Clinic in New
York. He had been associated with
the Clinic s ince it had begun five
years earlier and had done muc h
of his own analytic al tr aining
under the direction of Dr . Reik
and the medical dir'e ctor, Dr .
H~ct or Ritey. The Reik Clinic
serves in the dual role of training center and low cost ps ychother aputic institute, with the 150
therapists contributing their time
on a voluntary basis .

Dr. Pat McCarty
The Dickinson College Chorale
performed at the college on
March 25, in the Little Theater.
Included in their program was the
premier of Dr. Pat McCarty's
"Benedictus ", a c antata, which
received rave reviews .

The Fine Arts Film Club announced its first presentation of
the ac ademic year wo4ld be the
motion picture, "Birth of a Nation", and that would be shown on
November 14 at both an afternoon and evening performance.
Soon after, the National Ass ociation for the Advancement of
Color ed People planned to picket
the fil m if the club insisted on
s howing it.

••

•

1 he edi tors of t h e REFLECTOR announced that they
decided to increase the s ize of the
newspaper to six pages on alternate weeks. (They have been
successful, incidentally.)

•••

Mr. Paul Butler, former chairm an of the Democratic National
Committee, spoke before agroup
of students in the Little Theater
on October 25. Mr. Butler di d not
speak of the election issues, but
on Nixon's statement that " we
s hould vote for the man and not
the party. •·

•••

Bernard Shanley, Republican
National Committeeman came to
Newark State on Thursday, November 3, and spoke on the issues of the National Election.
NOVEMBER
The student ass ociations in the
college through their r epresentatives in the Student Leadership
Conference, decided to discuss
the topic of faculty participation
in student activities at the next
meeting of the c onference.

•••

The Fine Arts Film Club stopped the second showing of "B irth
of a Nation" after tile scheduled
3:30 pe r fo rm ance was given. Negro protest or s had viewed the
fir st showing, but decided to
picket t he second performance
if it was given.

• ••

T

Congresswoman Florence
Dwyer speaks with student, Norman Brown, after speaking on
election issues.

APRIL
MARCH
Tony Conte was elected to head
Student Council for the coming
ye ar, In his freshm an ye ar, Tony
served as his class president and
was a member of the Orchestra,
Traffic and Safety Committee,
and took part in intr amur als and
the Freshman Show,
In his sophomore ye ar, he was
elected to the vice- pre sidency of
the Wapp alanne Club, and t h e
vice-pres idency of the Student
Council. In his junior year, Tony
was Lecture Series co-chairman,
a member of the Student Council,
the Junior Class Steering Committee, and the corresponding
secretary of Nux Sigma Phi fraternity,
Harry Golden, author of ' 'Only
in America" and " For 2¢ Plain "
and editor and publis her of ''The

"Under the Big Top" was the
theme of the Carnival which was
held on the weekend of April
28-29, Highlighted at the carnival were the Hi-Lo 's, a professional singing quartet.

USNSA Congress
AUGUST

The Class of '60 won the seasons
Intramural Basketball
championship when they scored
a victory over Soph II by 36 to
35. The Seniors, who concluded
their season with an ~-1 record
reached the champions hip tilt by
defeating a heavily favored Junior squad, 46-38 in the upper
class playoff game.

Nine NSC students attended
the Thirteenth National Student
Congress of the National Student
Association at Minneapolis, from
August 22 to September l. While
there, the students voiced their
opinions on such topics as desegregation, the National Defense
Loyalty Oath, the directives of
president Clark Kerr of the University of California at Berkeley
and the House Un-American Activities Committee.

MAY

SEPTEMBE R

Middle State Association accredited Newark St ate !

The class of '64 entered
Newark State along with two
for eign students. The7 wer e .lu-

•••

•••

' ) > ..

\. \ \

Mrs. Florence Dwyer, National
Congress woman from the sixth
Congressional District of New
Jersey came to Newark State
on Monday, October 17, and spoke
on the impending election.

Mr. Jack Dunn, Democratic
candidate for the House of Representatives from the sixth Congressional district met with a
group of students at NSC and
discussed the democratic platform , its philosophy and programs in relation to both the
presidential and congressional
r ace, on October 19.

• ••

John Roy Carlson
John Roy Carlson, author and
lecturer, just returr..::d from
Cuba. While he was in Cuba,
Carlson was twice arrested because ''he took notes; he looked
intelligent; he looked dangerous."
The Student Council turned
down the REFLECTOR editors'
request for salaries. Among the
reasons giveq was Bob .lolkiewicz' opinion that the editors
"didn't do so much work."
DECEMBER
The third annual performance
of Handel's "Messiah" was presented on December 6, in the college gymnasium The solists for
the performance were _Gabor
Carelli, Laurence Davidson,
Miss Jean Swetland and. Miss
Dorothy Egen.
A madrigal con..:ert was presented on Friday, December 2,
in the Little Theater, by the
"Madrigal Singers," They presented a program of Christmas
music consisting of the works
of composers of the 16th and
17th centuries , plus r eadings
from the Bible appropriate to
the s eason and music.
The REFLECTOR s taff wishes
all a very happy holiday.
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1961 was a year in which many
events occurred that may, and in
all probability will be momentously decis ive in the future
of the world. A high-rider.named
Shepard took a trip that will
long be remembered; a Catholic
youth named Jack took on an
important ,position last January
20;
the Berlin barrier was
broadened; a much-loved man
named Hemmingway died one
afternoon; Scarlet O'Hara came
to New York again; Tom Dooley
left New York forever. It was a
year of joy and sorrow, of fear
and courage, of murder and miraculous saving, of time and
la c k of time. The world in many
ways will be changed because
of this year, both constructively
and destructively . Nevertheless,
it has come and is now leaving.
We must say good-bye . This is
saddening for there was so much
that c ould have been done in
1961. But , it also is exciting ,
for there is so much that can
be done in 1962 .

Townsend Hall
Before 1961 leaves us , we
(THE INDEPENDENT) would like
to salute it in terms of its relation to Newark State. It has
been both a good and a bad
year at NSC. But despite all
obstacles.

it

has

been a

ing rating; It "is a grueling experience, a thankless one, andan
altogether inevitable one''.
The Linden Chordsters appeared at the college on February
16. The group , · consisting of
twenty three members , sang to
an audience of approximately the
same size . . . . Mr. Martin Seigel announced that he was in the
process of instituting a seminar
in French conversation at NSC.
Indeed a noble effort. . . . "The
Field Services Division of the
- college experienced a record
breaking registration for its
part-time and extension courses .
NSC, at this time , co nducted the
largest partime and extension
program of all the state colleges.

Miss Zulelka Mu11I
Miss Zuleika Mussi , foreign
studen t from Brazil , was fo r ce d
to leave Newark State and return
to Brazil because of illness.
She was stricken with arthritis
and rheumatism when the weather
became cold and was hospitalized
in East Orange on Christmas
Day . In an editorial written abou t
Miss Mussi , it was stated , "We
are indeed sorry to have to print
the news that Miss Zuleika Mussi
had returned to Brazil . We are
sorry because , as half of our
foreign student program , she represents a real loss to the
c ultural and intellectual climate
of the college. But more than that,
we are sorry because she had
b'een a true friend.''
A
girl
from Jacksonville ,
Florida appeared named Autumn
Blossom Hennique. Thank you
Stuart Odermfn.

year

of progress . For this we commend 1961 and Newark State.

Jaruary 1961
At the first Student Council
meeting of the year, Ellen Asselmeyer, requested $100 from
Council for the purpose of putting on a Sophomore show, ''Good
News" . . . Council members decided that the Rec R oom become
an addition of the Snack Bar.
(At the rate of construction however, it seems as though the
members of last year's council
may never see the Rec Room
again) .
.On January 31 , the
following
headline
appeared ,
'' Trimester Plan Considered for
NSC". After much deliberation
at Sttfdent Council and College
Faculty meetings, the idea of
having a tri mester system at
NSC was shelved.

longer
say
that
we
are
independent , we will change the
name again. But on that day ,
we will also stop being editors .
We invite your reactions . " It
was stated in the first issue
of the year that the editorials
in the paper were only an expression of the editors opinions.
They had , however, been severely
criticized on many fronts for
not representing student opinion
in the editorials . '' Yet our actions
were misunderstoo d. Why? The
answer se e m ed obvious from the
very beginning . We call ourselves
the Refle ctor; what could anyone
think but that we would refle c t?
We had one cours e to take: Change
the name of the paper.•'. . . .

What, me worry?

Dr. All Ison Davis
Professor Allison Davis, who
last year held the position of
Distinguished
Professor
of
Sociology and Education at NSC
spoke to the Sophomore Class.
The topic of his le cture was
"The Basic Socialization of a
Human Being in Society . ·'
Peter Barrett attended the
United States National Student
Association Student Editors Conference held at the overseas
press conference in New York .

R. Reskow In His New Sult
February

On one February evening,
during a raging blizzard , Newark
State played host to several distinguished guests at a '' Roaring
Twenties'' party given by the
Sophomore Class. Among the
notables present were Elliot Ness
(Spencer Kopecky). Al Capone
(Jim Hynes), and Richard Reskow
(Richard Reskow) . Entertainment
was provided by Miss Sophie
Tucker
(Ellen
Asselmeye r) .
Awards were given at this distinguished assemblage. The most
prominent receiver of an award
was Mrs . Winifred Amsden. The
award? "Best Woman Athlete of
1928", of course.
Peter Barrett, last year's editor in chief chose this month to
begin his brilliant dissertations
on
the
subject
of
Junior
Practicum and Student Teaching
Dr. Ryc:hard Fink
(otherwise known as the plague).
Of credentials he said, "they have
been prostituted into a some thing
Dr. Rychard Fink was granted
that shouldn 't be allowed -an ina leave of absence from the colvidio us statement of mental pap.''
lege in order to fulfill his duties
"We look forward to the day
as educational cons ultant for Colwhen some senior,' who really
liers Encyclopedia. It was also
believes it, will have the nerve
announced that he would spend
to write the truth."
the summer at the University
The oath of Allegiance, in Barof Hawaii as a Visiting Professor
rett's opinion , "presupposes the
in the Philosophy of Education.
Dr. Fink was later to prove intent of revolution in the mind
of the teacher and insults everyproficient in letter writing.
one who is required to take it .
Prof. Rychard Fink
a When you face it in its essentials
furor with his letter about se- it is just another infringement
c ondary majors . Dr. Fink stated, on the rights of the individual
".-\.s everyone knows , secondary to think as he· likes . "
.
majbts· are specialists .
' - . Stud~nt teaching got the follow'-

a new Negro had emerged giving
rise to the philosophy of non
violence for 'the first class
citizen must never resort to second class methods . . . . We will
persuade with words , . . . we will
endure all suffering you inflict
on us and still love you : We will
enter with humble smiles into
your jails and still love you.
Propagandize against us and say
that we are not fit morally . . .
and we will still love you .. . ' '•
On February 26 , Peter Barrett
appeared on television. The program was • 'Governor Meyner's
Report.''
The cancellation of the Sopho•
more show '' Good News'' was
announced by Miss Ellen Asselmeyer, President of last year's
Sophomore class. She stated that
there were several reasons for
the show's having been dropped
and that "the primary one was
the lack of cooperation on the part
of the members of the Sophomore
Class."
The February 28 issue of the
Refle cto r was jam packed• with
letters to the editor concerning
the plague, oops, I mean Student Tea c hing .

Martin Luther King

Max Lerner

-MarchMa x Lerner famed newspaperman, was the third speaker in
the Le c ture Series . Dr . Lerner
directed his address to the
·· carriers of education''. In his
op1mon, teachers must know
"material and subject matter to
the greatest extent possible so
that they can transcend its principles and its history , know their
country and the world, and know
America "as a civilization."
A checking station was set up
in the library this month. Joseph
Rendell , head librarian, stated
that the procedure "has been instituted in order to help the
serious student-users of the library , and not to humiliate
them" . . ..

Martin
Luther King, first
speaker in the 1960-61 Lecture
Series,
spoke
primarily on
American History involving the
discrimination of Negroes. He
chronologically discussed the
periods through which the American Negro has gone. They were
the slavery era, the 'Restricted
Emancipation' period , and the
period through which we are presently going. It was stated that
"Rev. King exclaimed that today

Joe Santanello was elected president
of
the
Student Organization . The voting was ve ry
close. His opponent was Douglas
Pecina , who was later ·elected
president of the Senior class .. .
Letters from irate se condary
majors poured in in rebuttal to
Dr . Fink's letter ... Jacob Grossberg, sculptor and graphic artist,
had an exhibition in the Little
Gallery. . . . The squires ended
their '60-'61 with an 11-11 record . . . . The Recreation program
scheduled for September, '61,
was postponed . . . ..
Controversy resulted be cause
of
the
newspaper ' s
change
in name . Because of this, on
March 21. the newspaper had
no nameplate. Fortunately, the
next week , the INDEPENDENT
had come to stay. . .. The Fine
Arts Film Club offe r ed "Metropolis · ' as its March showing ..
Wes Danilow of NSC represented
Region II in the National InterCollegiate Bowling Tournament
held in Detroit from March 26 29 . . . Joan and June Zuckerman
registered for the Youth Peace
Corps.

Brazil's Answer to Br_igitte

Happy BI rthday NSC
NSC
celebrated its annual
brithday party on St. Patri ck's
Day, 1961. After President Wilkins c ut the ca ke , Jim Hynes
introduced the Dicory Doc's.
Ellen Asselmeyer presented a
check from the Sophomore class
for the preservation of the Kean
Building.
The old Reflector was superce ded by the INDEPENDENT. In
an open letter to the students,
the editorial board stated, "Yes,
we are ind_e pendent. We intend
remaining ·so. When we' can no

'Miss Milka Mayoraz, foreign
student from Argentina , spoke
to the student body about the
~eographical, educational, and
c ultural aspects 9f her country.
She stated that, "Along with
ChUe , Argentina has the best
educational
system in South
Ame.rfca." . . . . E llen Asselmayer was Newark State's delegate to the Peace C o rps Conference in Washington D.C. The
conferen ce was spons ored by the
National Student Ass o c iation .. .
Mr . Edward Johnson , past registrar at NSC, chose as his topic,
"A Quest For Values In a World
of Fact" for his lecture in the
Freshman Seminar Series . . . .
Dale Ross had her poem published
in
Douglass'
"Horn
Book '..• 1 t .'cw , · ,. . _:
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Hail Cohmb ia
The INDEPENDENT was the
recipient o f a first pla ce award
given by the Columbia S c holastic
Press .-\ssociation. This was the
annual con test for C ollege newspapers. Out of a possible 1000
points ,
the
INDEPENDENT
scored 923. Th e paper was judged
on content. writing an d editing ,
make-up ,
and
gene r al consideration . . . . Three NSC students, Ken Sc:hnall , Lor_enz o Gilchrist , and Sam C i r es i exhibited
26 original paintings at the "Gar den o f Ea tin".
Norman Thomas , former presidential candidate, addressed
the student body on Ap ril 13.
His topic was "The Need for a
New Radicalism''. He stated that
"in the United States there is
too littl e pressure from the left.·'
".-\nd",
he continued, "without su c h pres s ure from the left ,
the present administration in
Washington will have a great deal
of trouble getting legislation
enacted.''

The Spring Carnival was held
and was a huge s u ccess, despite
t he prophets of doom who accus e d carnival chairman Jayne
H. Brown, Pat Ippolito, and Joan
Zuckerman or murdering the
spirit or the carnival by r e nting
booths . . . . The Squire bas eball
team won its opening game from
the National Aggies by an 8-7
score . . . . Joan Talias and June
Zuckerman clashed in Student
C ouncil on the functionings of
NSA at NSC . . . Stuart Oderman,
Feature editor o f the INDEPENDENT , discovered similarities in
the poetry o f Dale Ross and Elmer Ri c e . . . .

(Dr. McCart y's dis missal) but,
if this is not so, we are s hocke d

and _di sheart ened a t th e l a ck of
for esi ght of the administration
at Newa r k S tate C ollege ."

Puss and Boots

May
R obe r t Litowchak, a freshman last year , asked Student
Counc il t o invali date a fr osh
pri-mary election for Sophomore
o fficers. He explained that he
was positive a fraud had been
perpetrated; that the voting was
not legi timate. In a letter to the
editor regarding the fradulent
e lections , Mr. Litow c hak and
Miss Peggie Maher stated . ·•we
have alerted Coun c il to a situation
which
definitely needs correction . Al though the manner in
which elections_ are conducted
now is far fr o m foolproof, perhaps our experience will be a
warning
or
help
to other
classes.''
Lynn Cunningham wrote a review of "Camelot." A grading
system was being hashed over
this month.
. . The Theater
Guild presented two mental health
plays in the Little Theater. The
plays , "According to Size" and
"Tomorrow is a Day", were di re c ted by Mrs . Zella J. Oliver
Fry, advisor to the Theater
Guild.
Newark State's cheerleaders
placed fi(th in the Metropolitan
Inter-Collegiate
Cheerlanding
Competition in New York . . . Jan
Picarell was crying desperately
for a new sports editor.

President Wilkins
Dr. Eugene Wilkins spoke to
the Student Couhcil concerning
the limits of the Council. The
INDEPENDENT stated that . " The
president said he thought that
Council should act as a channel
of communication, informing" the
faculty and administration of stu dent opinions, and in tu rn, informing the students of various
modifications of policy. However ,
he continued to say that there
are some things which Council
should not know and should not
desire to know.•'
On May 9 , Andy Lello was
elected to suc cee d Peter Barrett
as editor-in-chief of the INDEPENDENT. Heidi Greiss was
elected managing editor, the
position held by Andrea Loomis ..
This was also the time of the
Bartlett-Larsen fiasco . . ..
The lines you are about to read
are the end of a series and possibly the end of an era:
"Backstage Autumn and I were
alone and she asked if she did
the right thing-walking off in
front of everyone. I closed the
curtains, dimmed the lights and
walked over to the sofa where
she was sitting.
"Autu mn," I said as I looked
right into her tearful blue eyes,
"I love you."
She put her arms around my
neck and said, "I love you , too."
THE END. . . . . Thanks again
Stuart.

Margaret Web ster
Margaret Webster was the
third lecturer to appear at NSC
under the auspices-. of the Lecture
Series Committee. In her speech,
she "gave a brief history or the
theater in Ame ri ca, c iting the innuen ce s that have forced it into
its c urrent c risis , and gave the
invention of the mass media,
economics, and the growth of
unionism as three factors contributing to the de cline. of live
theater in America .
She also stated, "The critics
are another factor that has made
the current theatric al situation
so difficult. .. . " Of off -Broad way , she said , "It is something
to thank heaven for."
Dr. Howard F. Didsbury , Jr.
was the second speaker at the
Freshman Seminar Series. He
spoke of the "Impact of Science
and Technology on the Western
World" .

Carnival. A

S~u•

thaniel
Sp rinz en,
Lawre nce
Davidson, a n d L ouis Arms trong
were th e fe a tured s oloi sts i n the
pre s e nta tion . .. It was announced
that Mina Levy and L i nda Polla ck
would be the e ditors-in - chief. of
the '61-' 62 Memo r a b ilia . . . .
"Au tumnand Mrs. C lover" was
satir ized by John Maste r son in
his "S prin g and Mrs. Daisy. "

Will iam 0. Douglas
William 0. Douglas , Associate
Justice of the United States Supreme Court, concluded the M .
Ernest Townsend Lecture Series .
His topic was "Democracy versus Communism.'' Mr. Douglas
stated that he would like to fill
the world with evangelists for
democracy--men
and women
willing to settle and remain in
a country two or more years as
apostles of democracy. When
as ked his opinion of the Peace
Corps, Justice Douglas replied,
it is "a great symbol of Americaturning the corner in the ideolo gical struggle."
Last yea r 's Memorabilia 's dedication was to President Wil•kins , it was announced at the
Honors Assembly .. .. Still more
letters about Dr. McCarty . . . Still
more letters about Bartlett vs .
Larsen . . . .
The following notice appeared
in the May 23 issu e o r the INDEPENDENT: ''Commander
Shepard: Please come to the
INDEPENDENT office and pick up
your crayons." (But, he never
came.)

Sunmer
Andie Loomis and Leona Kanter, ex-editors, sailed for Europe
on June 9. Shortly afterward ,
Jan Picarell went to Avon . . .
Stu Oderman could be heard
screaming ''Incest'' from the bo"'
of SS Berlin . . . .

In September, we acquired a
mascot--Boots , the fox. Alsoacquired were one pussycat to keep
Boots
company
and
three
racoons . . . . What next? . . .
Well, the INDEPENDENT staff
tried to import a rhinoceros ,
by Iones co, earlier in the year.
The entire staff had spent a
night in New York imitating potted Rhinos and eating smorgasbord . . . Twenty-seven new faculty members were added to the
College to meet t h e growing demands or an enlarged student
body. Among them _was Wesley
P . Daniels , with whom we sympathize when thinking of the job
he had to do.
·
Soo Nam Kim , a seven year
old Korean girl , was adopted
by Student Organization, in order
to provide her with a proper
education . . . . .

The Dlxlelanders
Bud Freeman and the Dixielanders again appeared, playing
to a n enthusiastic audience . . .
The Freshman went through the
experience of hazing--which resulted in an uproar in the Letters to the Edito r column. Concerning the Juniors: "This year
they have chosen to disregard
their proper role and instead,

Peter Barrett at Work
Peter Barrett, past editorin-chief of the INDEPENDENT,
was awarded an East Africa
Training Fellowship by Columbia
University. It was announced that
he would · spend July and August
at Teachers College , Columbia ,
and fr om the re would go to the
University of London for one
month. After his studies here,
it was stated that he would attend
Makerere College in Kampala,
Uganda . . . . Mr. Barrett, in the
May 9 issue of the INDEPENDENT, chose New Jersey as a
topic about which to write an
editorial. He wrote , "Ah yes,
the state of New Jersey is in
a truly pitiable condition. It is
known for its beaches , its industry in the north, and the
violets that spring anew each
spring. But intellectually, culturally, New Jersey is what is
known in sociological jargon as
a lag."
Dr. Arnold Rice spoke about
historical research at the May
2 Graduate Colloquium .... Three
letters to the editor were in
reference to the omission of Dr.
'Fa trick McCarty's name from the
roster of professors at NSC for
the year 61-62. The orchestra
wrote, "A great injustice has
been don e." A letter signed 3
futu re Tenu re Seeke rs state d ,
~ "We ,)lpp-e _
tl;iis ,opl:l'; _1a,_ ,rumor

"Cl.Ir Hero"
Dr. Patrick McCarty rece ived
a standing ovation at last year's
Honors Assembly . "The ovation,
Bob, Andie, and Joe
which interrupted a musical p.resentation by the orchestra, a pJoe Santanello, Andie Lello,
peared to be a spontaneous demonstration by the student body. and Bob Litowchak new to WisDr. McCarty was also guest of consin to attertd the National Stuhonor at a barbecue given by dent Association Congress held
the NSC orchestra. He received at the University of Wisconsin.
a plaque with the following in- Sharon Cooper and Nadine Yanscription: "A treasure eternal ger also attended the congress ...
is left with those The two editors, Andie and Bob ,
attended the fifth annual Student
who love music
and know the man.'' Editorial Affairs Conference and
The musical presentation at the Joe atte nded the Student Body
Parents Day program consisted Presidents Conference . . . .
The role and the responof the orchestra, the Madrigal
chorus, and the Di ckory Docs. sibilities of a campus leader were
'' The Hi -Lo' s appeared also.'' .. among the chief topics discussed
It was stated in the Faculty Bul- at the Annual Newark State
letin that several items had been Leadership Conference held at
stolen at the College. There were Schiff Boy Scout Reservation. Ken
three radios, one electric razor, Meeks was selected states chairand get this , one roll away cot, man of CCUN.
stolen from faculty offices .
September
Mendelssohn's oratorio "Elijah" was presented at th e college
President Wilkins announced
on May 16. The wor k featured a that the first dormitory will be
chorus cons i s ting of 22 5 voices . opened in Sep tembe r of 1962.
It . wa s said to be the Colleg e's
The dorm will be able to house
most ambitious u nder taking in 1 50 girls and will hav e apart c h,<,>5~! j ~ i c :c.
&val, N~-.. ,...~~Qt~ _(or t_hi;:~-fr-~~-l iTfmbers .

Le~

W.C. Invader
play the part of the fabled B. M.
O. C . If they think they are funny ,
they
are
singularly misinformed . ''
Mr. Darte was found in the
Ladies Room--with a legitimate
excuse on hand of course. Due
to the lack Of office space he
was moved to t.ne only available
place--equipped w~th every convience .. .

October
This
was the month that
ushered in N.S.C. 's 106th year
at Convocation. Dr. Wilkins, in
his address, called for sanity in
these chaotic times. He warned
that " deterioration comes from
within, from within the individual
of the nation. He becomes con fused , He strik es out at his
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ments, a feat we were to perform
over and over again as time went
by. Our printer then was an idiot
in plain language, and not of the
superior quality of our present
printers,
Clarke Publishers,
Bloomfield.

crimination!
The Ku Klux · Klan created
something of a stir on campus .
It made an appearance in the
Book Store and be c ame popular
almost immediately, particularly
with Dr . Arnold Rice's Western
Civilization and United States
History sections. In a community
this far north, this is most
unusual. Within one week, a stu dent couldn't feel "in" if he
did not own a '' Kluxer' s Knifty
Knife--the 100% pure knife for
100% pure Americans".

<l.ir spacious cal'f1)us provides
warm-weather classrooms.
1962 has been an important year
,in the his~ory of modern man. The_
world has taken a closer step toward destruction. It has been a
year of great decisions. It has
been a year of great indecisions
We have progressed and in our
progression regressed.
William Faulkner took his last
journey through ·Yoknopatawpha
County.
Marilyn Monroe, the
artist, died. An institution to a
great man, Eleanor Roosevelt,
died. Eliza Dolittle took her last
Broadway bow .
e. e . cummings wrote
his last lower
case letter .....
The twist reached its peak an d
then came the Basanova. A small
island off the coast of Florida
proved to be one of th e bigge st
t roublespots the U.S. has known.
The year has been short; it
has been long. It is now almost
gone . This is saddening for there
is so much more that should have
been
done
in
1962, but it
is heartening for there is so much
that can be done in 1963 .
The following is a salute to 1962
in its relation to Newark State.

January

Now, take a big bite, chew carefully, and.
Peggy Finck was crowned
queen of the IFSC Coronation
Ball. The runners -up for the
contest were Beverly Horn and
Weda Gilmore . . . . . .
Newark State entered its 107th
year this month . . . .. .
Fourty- Four students signed
a petition contrary to the faculty
petition. The document stated
that the "United States should
resume atmospheric nuclear testi ng . . . . . ' '
Student Council approve d the
production of the Newark State
' 62
College
record album,
''Hallelujah. ·•
Professo rs
Luscombe
and
Larson wrote faculty platforms.
the wrong names appeared under
the pi ctures once more .
Masterson's ''Anatomy of an
Exam " appeared.
John Gore, of the Agency for
Internatio nal Development, spoke
at the fi rst Seminar o n International Affairs, co-sponsorecl by
the College Center . Board and
the C.C.U.N.
In an article entitled ·'The
Anatomy of Registration' ' , John
Masterson
quite
accurately
satirized
the
bi-yearly pilgrimage to the gym fondly known
as registration. We understand
that next year freshmen hazing
will be eliminated; instead the
frosh will be compelled to go
through registration.

Heidi the Greiss
Heidi Greiss was crowned
Editor-in-Chief of the lndependent. She replaced Andrea
Lello.
Her
duties,
besides
writing editorials and the like,
included more important tasks
as making coffee, sweeping t he
floor, hearing confessions and
whipping the staff on deadline
nights . . . . .
Thirty
seven conscientious
Newark State profs signed a petition protesting nu clear bomb
testing . The {>etition, sent to five•
of the worlds leaders, created a
small controversy on campus
_with other members of the facu lty
dissenting. Many of the faculty
members , both pro and con disarmament, gave statements to the
Independent which appeared in the
January 10th issue. The Camden
Courier - Post, so hungry for an
intere sting edito rial, as s ociated
the motives of the thirty seven
profs with communism. · The
paper , referred to as "fanatical"
and of "the John Birch Society"
type by the Independent, asked
"if any of these 37 fa culty members of one of New Jersey's
State coll eges care to offer an
explanation.'' They did care to
and we published them . . . . .
Litow chak wrote an enormous
review of "First Love" and
praised it to the skies. Three
days after his review came out
the play closed . . . . . .
Dr. Roth and Wilkins both very
k indly consented to write their
'' Refle ctions on the Eichman
Trial" for our Faculty Platform
column .-Unfortunately, thewrong
names , ap_p,eared 9:ver the state-

John C. Hutchinson announcing
form..1lation of new department
policy on the Times Test.
The Independent published its
first warning to be on the lookout for "Ugly Faces" of 1962.
Since then, many have been
sighted and r epo rted. It is always heartening to note that
people heed the printed warni ng .
Dr. John C. Hut chinson released his annual so cio-economic
study; this o ne treating the
classed of '64 and '65. The report
caused the usual comments and
left everyone wondering what the
perce ntage of Roman Catholics
o n campus would be next year.
The editors (well, some of
them) of the Independent went to
New York City to participate in
the Overseas Press Club Conference. Reports from that conference -s ee med to indicate that
the editors will return for many
more such intellectual gatherings.
Some members of the Collegiate Coun cil for the United
Nations went to Montreal for their
Annual Conference . Reports from
that conference seemed to indicate that the C .C. U.N. will return
for many more such intellectual
gatherings.
Mr. Esche! Rhoodie, of the
Union Of South Africa spoke as
part of the international seminar
program and convinced everyone
except Peggie Maher that the
South African system of education (and everything else) was
really quite nice, and brotherly,
and all like that.
February went out with a bang.
Bang.

March

Alliance for Progress
The Feruvian National Basketball Team visited Newark State
College , complete with its own
cheering section, and the men
proved they were not only great
players (they won 69-66), but
could also do the Twist!
One-way parking lanes were
introduced in our lot in a noble
effort to further confuse students
and establish a new way to win a
ticket. Lambda Chi Rho joined
I.F.S.C. as the newest sorority
o n campus.

February
February brc.,ught excitement
in the person of Governor Richard
Hughes who dropped by to assure
all con cerned parties that the
State Colleges were not being
discriminated against. It seems
that there was a rumor afoot to
the effect that th e pay scale at
Rutgers would be made higher
than the scale at the six State
Colleges. Governor Hughes assured everyone that both scales
would be equally low. Some
people, however, still felt that
there was a certain amount of dis-

really have a backlog of 1,376
editori als blasting the administration?" . . . Senator Este s
Kefauver,
Lecture
Series
speaker, re-emphasized some of
the well known dangers in monopolies. . . Two days later, a less
renown lecturer, Merle Fainsod
of Harvard University, gave a
more distinguished and interesting speech appraising Soviet Literature . . .
Throughout the entire month,
letters and pictures appeared
complaining of "Mud Flats",
Result? - No parking allowed ...
Lorenzo Gilchreist and Sam Cerisi exhibited 2 3 abstract paintings and several pieces of sculpture at the Entrez Gallery in a
successful show. . . The Phoenix
Theatre presented a children's
survey of verse as the language
of the theatre, perhaps with too
much enthusiasm . . . So"4e of the
editors
of
the
IndePendent
traveled to the '' Seacoast of Bohemia" and back-and in one
evening . . .
Once again an editorial was
written
suggesting an honor
system at the college, this time
in connection with the rules concerning the dorm students-once
again, no re sult. . .Alexander
Nev sky was shown, leaving the
small,
audience impressed
with Sergei Eisenstien and Sergei Prokofieu . . . "Voices, In c."
a Negro octet in cluding Josephine
J ackson, an NSC student, sang a
program of Negro and fireside
musi c .. .

April

May
Dr. Gene S. McCreery, director of student teaching and
placement, followed the call to
Bangkok, Thailand, to serve as
an advisor to the Minister of Education. . "Waxworks"and"The
Bespoke Overcoat"were featured
in a Fine Arts Film Club double·
header . . .
. . . Phoebe Pringle's 'Ode to the
~iving Dead"received good billing
while Stuart Oderman reviewed
"A Gift of Time''. . . the Carnival was reported as the scene
of joy unconfined, and Miss Elizabeth Handley' s poem; ' Hands"
followed noti ce of its publicatiQn. . . .
•
. . . Joe Santanello rapped the
gavel for the last time at Stu
Co as Ed Martin t ook the chair
of student gove rnm ent. . . The
lnter-Fraternity-Sorority Council elected its president and set
a
"Greek
Sing"
for
the
eigliteenth, as Dr. Maher Kame]
noted problems in the Middle East
. . .NSC Reacted on anothe1
foray to Stokes a s the sport£
desk reported the Squires in a
pitching slump and the drop of a
game with West Point, and students' parents tromped through
the
halls
on
Sunday,
the
thirteenth.

Oh goodie! Now I can be editorin-chief.
The Independent faced the
threat of non-publication when
Student Council refused an additional appropriation of $2200 for
the paper . . . . the executive board
of Council met opposition at the
main body in its recommendation
that the requests be approved ...
. . . . James Hynes, John Wilkes, and Lewis Duffy were each
elected president of his class ...
and women students we r e advised that slacks and shorts were
not to be worn to classes. . .
they are appropr i ate for campus
after 4 : 30, according to P resident Wilkins . .
. . . $600 was appropriated to
the Independent to pay for two
back issues and one extra issue
before Council reconvened to
consider the situation. . . Jim
Baldwin won a place in the allconference basketball first team
and the baseball team opened its

Ed Martin voting for himself
March was th e month Ed Martin was elected President of the
Student Organi zation. Bill Shiebler was elected Vice-president.
By the way, h ave you noticed the
high c hair in the ·student Org.
offic e? . . . Donald Hall , prize
winning poet pleased the English
Department, t he New York Choral
Society pleased the Music Department and the Stan Sommer
Fashion Show pleased the G.E.
Department.
Question for the month of
March, after John Masterson' s
"Anatomy of a Newspaper" appearec1.:,_ "Do~~ th~· Independent ·

Friday of that week, and it was
Carnival time again . . . R .J.
Litowchak
and
K.W. Meeks
headed the newly elected 1962-63
Independent staff and Tim Zagat
of the National Student Association came to campus . . . . .
. . . Student Council, in the eyes
of the Independent staff put off
for the distant future the functioning of a student
court. . .
Council verdict was' 'not feasible
at this time" . . . and John Sfaelos rolled 172 5 pins to come out
11th of 55 at the national collegiate bowling tournament in Des
Moines .. .

Newark Stat' s very own
season the week of the eleventh ...
. . . the campus prepared for
former presidential assistant
Sherman
Adams
who
subsequently
blundered
through
" Democracy on Defense" . . . t he
Academic Standards Committee
reported approval ,oJ new policies
for probation, 1.6 for _fro.sh.

A dime among tiickles.
Carlos Romulos told America
to wake up in the last lecture
of the 1961-62 Townsend lecture
series. . . the Independent . espoused Ed Heibisch'
cause in
his "Taming of the Shrew"'as the
campus prepared for homecoming.
. . . "Cookie" Uribe was sidelined when he broke his arm in
the bottom half of the fifth inning in a game lost to Montclair .
The voice of protest rose loud
and clear as it was announced
that Trenton had raised the student parking fee to $1 0 . . . . previously at $5 . , having risen from
25¢ the first year at the Union
campus , the fee gained 4000% in
five years . . . a little steep, many
students noted. The Stray~r report made the headlines for the
first time in its demand for $134
million for 197 0 college enroll ment. . . . the Independent reported that the Shre w had been
tamed in an outstanding performance as the Squires base ball team lost its ninth game of
ten . . . The sports desk reported
that Squire kegler John Valli had
been elected captain of t he team
and that Roger Munn was a'' drag
champ " . . . .
. . . Nu Theta C hi pla ced first
in the IFSC Greek Sing, and President Wilkins r eported to StuCo
on the status of NSC parking facilities. James Haney, member of
the parking committee , said a
step backward was being taken
as
the student-faculty committee was reduced to an ad-
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visory board. . . the right ear
noted a new movement afoot in
London to bring back wooden
toilet seats: called the Birch
John Society. . . and the student
body hurried into the gym to avoid
a deluge during the all college
picnic.

Summer

NSC students were ''treated
to an evening of good jazz" on
September 28th at _a Jazz Concert featuring Bud Freeman. . .
The Revolt in Mississippi and the
controversy
concerning
the
Prayer Amendment were the
topics of conversation on campus
and in the columns of the .lnde-

pendent" . .

-~

~·-_
i1,
..

-·
Litowchak has picture· taken to
prove he was busy at conference.
Ed Martin, Bob Litowchak, Ken
Meeks and Bill Sheibler attended
the NSA Congress at Ohio State.
It was a worthwhile conference,
not only for the ideas re ceived,
but also for the people they met,
especially from Jersey City State
(chomp, chomp) . . . Fifty ofNSC's
organization heads attended the
Leadership Conference at Sharpe
Reservation in N.Y. The participants came back to school with
'' a unaminously favorable reaction'' as to the worth of the
conference . . . Over the summer,
construction was started on the
I.A. wing, the gymnasium addition and the parking lot addition
was finished.
Summer School operated fullblast for the benefit of those who
took Spring and Winter vacations.
Scads and bunches of new professors were hired, making it
totally impossible for undergraduates to figure out who would be
the easiest teachers to take.
Mrs. Bartlett led another group
of eager travelers all over
Europe but somehow managed to
miss Dr. Didsbury who was
there trying to straighten out our
foreign policy. Ruth Loch went
to Bronxville, N. Y. to attend the
C.C.U.N. Leadership Institute
held at Sarah Lawrence College
but somehow managed to miss
Jack Paar who was there trying
to straighten out our domestic
policy.

Ah September -. sweet month
when hot water was introduced
into the fountains of Newark State.

October
October was the month of Council Investigations- -Council investigated everything including
budget appropriations and fireplaces . . .
The Independent, in response to
pressing
financial
problems,
adopted a code for advertising.
In relation to this a new post
of Advertising Director was
added to the masthead. Mr. Jared
Falek was elected to fill this
position . . .
--firlru was the first offering of
the Fine Arts Film Committee
in conjunction with the College
Center Board - · 'unquestionably
a film masterpiece" .. .
The Bishop's Company came and
went with the "Sparrows". . .
The faint, yet audible voice of
protest was heard against the
inauguration of new parking procedures .. .

Folksinger , Pete Seeger
On October 26th "the students
of Newark State were treated to
a concert by the foremost folk
artist in the country- Pete Seeger, rated as 'Great' by the
reviewer John Masterson. . .
Virgilia Peterson, literary critic
and author , opened the 1962196 3
Lecture
Series.
Miss
Peterson ''had a knack for making her listeners really understand
the
books she talked
about" . . .

Summer was the time of the
semi-weekly and weekly forays
into New York City for most
November
of the lndeoendent Staff whose
faces became familiar in Penn
November was the month of
Station, lower Fifth Avenue in ..Twelfth Night: and Hell Night;
miscellaneous bars, Broadway
of Galway Kinne! and J ohn C iaand off-Broadway Theatres and
rdi; of Freshman el e ctions and
various shops on Fourth Str eet; F r eshman Sem inars .
Summer was French Post Cards
at the Tower Theatre in · Cedar
Grove.

of the man captivated the audience
that sat in the semi-dark Snack
Bar .
Mr. Karley announced that oncampus parking would be allowed
after 4: 30 in the College CenterSnack Bar area. The first Faculty-Student Coffee Hour was held.
The Fine Arts Film Club pre-sented Twelfth Night. a Russian
version of the Shakespearean
classic. Unfortunately, no one
could understand a word of it,
despite the fact that it was dubbed
in English. The sound equipment
in the "Little Theatre leaves much
to be desired.

Tom Coyle, boy winner
Tom Coyle and Richie Meimii:i
were elected president and vicepresident respe ctively of Freshman class. Both promised true
representation for the class and
efforts to make the Freshman
Class a real part of the student
body. Others elected were Carol
Williams, Barbara Cooper, and
Beth Davidson.
The second Freshman Seminar
featured Dr. Arnold S. Rice,
speaking on of all things, the
Ku Klux Klan.
The college announced that Dr.
John C. Hutchinson, Chairman
of the Department of History and
Social Science, and Dr. Eugene
Wilkins, President of the College,
would tour India during December
and January. The trip is sponsored by New York University in
cooperation with the United States
Department of State. When they
return, they are to help set up
a program in Indian Studies in
American schools. A total of
forty educators are involved.
"The Reality of the Spiritual
Experience, or An Adventure in
Speculative Thought" was discussed in the third seminar.
Dr. Howard F. Didsbury, Jr.
sparked a discussion that went
on until 10:30.
A History Club was formed.

pool 01 mud, followed shortly
by their brothers.
Mrs. Mary Bartlett's summer,
tour of Europe was announced.
Dr• Louis Raths, Distinguished
Service Professor at Newark
State,
spoke
on
freshman
values---what they are and what
they should be.

Laurence Davidson
Tom
Bartlett finished his
undergraduate degree requirements.
Tomorrow afternoon, the annual College Christmas Party
will be held in Sloan Lounge.
Tomorrow is also the beginning
of Christmas vacation. January
will see the Juniors and Seniors
Down with bureaucratic
" Out in the field", and the Freshnon-entitles.
men and Sophomores trying to
1Th;1 Adding Machinee played
finish their term papers.
three nights to receptive audiIn two weeks, another year will
ences. Joanna· Parelli, reviewbegin. Man has before him all
ing the Friday performance,
the opportunities for good and
stated "the production . . . surpassed by far that group's (The- · evil that he has ever possessed.
It is our hope that he exploits
atre Guild) previous dramatic
his potential for good and mini efforts and set for it a new
mizes his tendenc-y toward evil.
standard of excellence." Tom
Bartlett, who reviewed SaturPr edictions for 1963'.
day's production, said, '' This
During the time allotted for
was an excellent production which
exams
we precompared favorably with that underclass
of the Cherry Lane in the 1950's." dict there will be a Blizzard. . .
There will be at least one more
fire in the Independent office . . .
December
The hot water in the fountains
will be replaced by steam. . .
December was a month of anThe cafeteria will serve food and
nouncements. It was announced
the library will be quiet and other
that Professor James Downes
absurdities. . . The swimming
would write a book on New Jerpool will be available for use
sey Politics for the Tercentenduring final exams next June . .
nial Celebration in 1964.
The History Department will
A Senior Student Teaching exteach the philosophy of Ayn Rand
periment was set up in Newark,
to give interested students a
chance to work In an urban area
involved in the upheaval of an
''urban renewal project''.
Joan Burrell and Elizabeth
Handley were elected presidentt
and vice-president, respectively,
of Nu Lambda Kappa, the creat,i.ve
writing club which publishes Dana

Review
'l'he final Freshman Seminar
was conducted by Dr. Bertram
Vogel, speaking on "Hypnosis-Facts and Fallacies· ' .

Look familiar ?

Septerri>er
"Registration-the mother of
eonfusion'' began another academic year. An editorial carried
the following choice lines: ''each
student was handl'ed as an IBM
card, sectioned into a major and
filed away until the next semester'·. Confusion! Confusion! Confusion!
. . The Independent
joined the newly formed United
States Student Press Association (USSP A) . . .
September saw the arrival of An
entirely new species on campus:
the residents. Noted too, was the
"Sporty" New Residence Director Miss Patricia Boyd and
Miss Ann McIntyre, Boarding
Nurse of the Residence Hall.
Also Irene M. Cruz of Brazil
and Avo Ayvazian of Egyptboth foreign students.
The traditional three day hazing
period was held again this past
year. "Freshmen were charged
with a variety of crimes, ranging
from trying to stage a panty raid
on the dorm to asking a senior
girl for a date and studying in
tile, 1ibrary. '1' •• ~,,~. ,

Upson Downes
N.S.A. announced that a trip
to Bermuda would be sponsored
by the group. To take place
Emily Frankel
in A}>ril, the t rip is open to all
Newark State students as well
Miss Emily Frankel gave lecas friends in other colleges.
ture demonstration on the creHandel's Messiah was preative approach to dancing. Her
sented for the fourth year, and
reviewer stated, ''Dancing · is
was received enthusiastically.
usually a form of display, but
The reviewer termed it a "suEmily Frankel brought it to be
The return of the Poet
perior performance''.
more than that to her audience.
On Friday afternoon, Novem- It was a way of communicating
The College Development Fund
ber 2, John Ciardi addressed a both to the mind and the spirit.
was established, its board memcapacity audience. Mr. Ciardi, It is a beautiful art form and bers were drawn from faculty,
recognized as one of Ameri - if the dance is found to be exstudents, alumni, and adminisca's finest poets, was the second pressive to the audience then it tration. The first contribution to
speaker in the 1962-1963 M. is meaningful as a whole. Emily the Fund was made by the broErnest Townsend Lecture Series. Frankel was meaningful."
thers of Sigma Beta Tau.
In his lecture, he described
"Focus"
an
Independent
This evening at 8: 15, the Newpoetry as '' one thing against column, disclosed that Dr. Ryark State Opera Guild and the
anothE'r across a silence."
chard Fink was once a whiskey - Madrigal Choir will present
That same evening, a com- salesman.
Bach's
Coff~e Cantata. The
paratively unknown young poet
Sigma Beta Tau, the "most cantata will be accompanied by
took over the - lectern. Galway dynamic
organ;zation on cam- a six piece chamber ensemble
Kinnel, billed as a "beat", pus", proved to be a bunch of conducted by Mr. James Howe.
turned out to be a romantic in stick in the muds after all. The The Madrigals will be directed
the best sense of the word. The p_ledges _of t~t /:,a\~ rni,!r_ went by ¥rs. Ev_elyn Cgst.on, an,d .J\IJ,.,
1
softr vQice , anct,· sensltlve words
d~:,\~}'l J~no~\ni'lulc :d¢f.e~a} /~ ·°< La)Vpe1;u;1; ,, O!lV.idson , w,il). , <ilr.ee
<1

in despiration. . . Someone will
find a "whole Child" ... Someone
. besides t he members of Sigma
Beta Tau will say that '' Tau is
the most dynamic organization
on campus.'' . . . There will be a
bridge across the creek. . . The
Messiah will return again, and
again and again. . . The parking
fee will be raised another 4000"/o
and parking lot death tolls will
reach an all time high . . . Three
more NSC records will be sold ...
Comparative Education will be
made an elective this year . . .
Memorabilia will be dedicated to

Reglstration--the bi-anooal endurance marathon.
John Karley . . . Tennessee Wil liams' new play The Milk Train
Doesn't Stop Here Anymore wiH
be a smash hit. . . Paul Roehling will be the most talented
new actor this year .. . The House
kt • Pooh Co.rner • will ' climb to •
the -tap oil tlfbJ'B-est :sell-e~ .tllst/ ,, • I
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----Practicum was regarded as
a rewarding, educational experience in an editorial entitled.
"Credit Is Due." However, it was
noted with distress that no credit
is offered the Junior for his eight
week experience.

Mr. JackPlatt leads the Hi-Lows
January

One inquisitive junior, in a
letter to the editor, asked why
hiE grades hadn't reached him a
month after semester's end.
He asked, "Is there some logical
explanation for this?"
Sure.
This is Newark State .

February

Faculty buffets were
on campus this year

Many things have taken place
during the past year. It is certainly a year that will not soon,
if ever, be forgotten. Newark
State has been growing at a rapid
pace, both physically and academically. We have attempted to recall, in the following pages, the
more important events that have
occurred on campus. If you feel
that you, or an eve,tt that you have
participated in, has been overlooked or neglected, consider
yourself lucky.

Weda Gilmore and Lucille Pace.
A picture of Prime Minister
Nehru greeting · Dr. Wilkins appeared in the front page of the
January 18 issue.

"Look what those girls In the
dorms are doing!"
The dormitory was thrown into
chaos when Harriet Rice, a freshman was found in a coma in her
room. An editorial in the Independent stated, "Miss Rice's
unfortunate illness, along with
the absence of Miss McIntyre,
former dorm nurse, aroused in
many of the girls a spirit of
hostility of the type that this
campus has not seen. It was the
girl's intention to have Miss
McIntyre re-hired and to have
certain members of the college
personnel fired for disorderly
conduct." The Independent questioned why the girls, in their
procedure, chose to disregard
democratic methods ~d rather
institute mob warfare.

With
February
came the
eagerly awaited return of Ors.
Hutchinson and Wilkins from
their thirty five day trip to India.
The entire faculty and student ·
body turned out to greet them
a spokesman for the college said,
"Many of the flag waving students
were noted to have tears in their
eyes as they cheered wildly and
sang the catchy refrain of Newark
State's Alma Mater . ''

A letter from Dr. Samenfeld
to student James Basile requested that because of infringement of campus parking regulations, he '·'report t o the business
office immediately." The letter
demanded: "Take your parking
sticker (scrape it off the window,
if necessary) to the Business Office
and
follow
their
instructions." The Editors had a
difficult time deciding whether
to print this as a campus humor
story or as a straight news iltory.
Litowchak,
Kowalski,
and
Handley, Independent editors, attended the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association Conference
and after sobering up returned
to campus.
Admissions requests reached
an all-time high and Director
~e ir had the pleasure of turning away 1600 potential students
rather than the usual 1500.

f

~

.

With the March winds came the
return of our witty and intellectual juniors and seniors. They
"Marched" in four abreast with
laurel wreaths in their hair while
those who had not yet reached
their academic-majority were
noted to have tears in their eyes
as they cheered widly and sang
the catchy refrain of• the Alma
Mater.

T ·-I~ t 1,,, ,
~~

,

Editors Meeks, Dormer and Lltowchak careenhomeon Parkway
after conference
Litowchak, Meeks, and Dormer, Independent editors, attended the Fifth International Affairs Conference at the Overseas
Press Club and after soberingup
returned to campus .
Dr. Ernest Ranucci and Dr.
Allen Hansen set off for points
South and East (or West, depending on your ,route). Dr.
Ranucci went to Brazil, which
is perfectly understandable. Dr.
Hanseritothe Phillippines which
is equally understandable. Both
waved
"Good-bye"
as they
left. It is rumored that each
hummed the catchy refrain of
Newark State's Alma Mater.

Ed Martin, then president of
Student Organization, stated in
his outline of goals for Student
Council,
"Let's be a little
id~alistic about it. A lot of people
who will come to Newark State
Robert Conway devised a method
in the future will benefit from it
of
getting and keeping a guorum
A little idealistic, he
too.''
at council meetings.
says.
A Peace Corps supplement
Student Council, as usual, was
was inserted in the January 16 wrapped up in most serious busiissue of the Independent. A ness. This time the agenda
spokesman for the College stated, centered around an objection to
the purchase of a fan. Tfle con- "No one read it."
A
review
of "The Fly- troversy was heated, as usual.
On January 18 a false alarm
paper Dream" which had a
limited engagement at the off- was sounded in the College
Broadway Lois Lane Theatre Center.
January 23, Ann McIntyre,
pointed out the effect Andre Ch~ . a nouveau verge play- former dorm nurse, in an exwright, is having on the avant clusive interview with the Ingarde theatre. The cast included dependent, explained that she reAudrey Tawdry as the eternal signed her post "due to lack of
unfortunate, Mae Moon as the competent direction." Shortly
Mi ss
McIntyre
ravished prostitute, Geoffrey thereafter,
Gentle as the shy, sneaker-shod boarded a ship bound for Scotstudent, Evangeline Fizulli as land.
Phoebe Pringle Is welcomed by
Irene Cruz, foreign exchange
the poor, non-English speaking
staff member.
waif, and Melissa Motel as her- student from Brazil, was crowned
Phoebe Pringle was welcomed
I.F.S.C Queen. Runner1:1 up were
self.
back.

Approximately three people attended a high school conference
sponsored by the CCUN.
An editorial marking the return
of the Juniors and Seniors stated,
•'Once again we shall become an
institution
devoted
to
the
scholarly pursuit of the right
classroom, the easy professor,
or the perfect pinochle hand!"
Oh really!

March

The Independent received a
gleeful letter from J. Frost.
Mr. Frost expressed extreme
gratitude for the tons of snow
he found on N.S.C.'s campus.

1

Bond Issue suggested by Governor Hughes be given very serious
consideration.
The
editorial
seemed to be very much in favor
of the proposal. Further considerations must have caused
the editors to change their collective minds. (see October)
The Squires posted four wins.
Note that--wins!) Ohio State was
not among the teams to suffer at
the hands of the fired up N.S.C.
team

U0percl1111men out In the field.
The editors assured the student
body that Spring would return
with the "charismatic upperclassmen" who were out in the
"field."
The underclassmen
seemed vastly relieved as they
were quite obviously suffering
horribly from a lack of intellectual leadership.
The Theatre Guild advertised
a need for a bull whip. The college was able to come up with
plenty of bull, but no whip.

Mr. Lawrence Davidson on stage
<11rlng his recital, backed by a
chorus of lovl les.
Culture on our campus reached
its all-time peak whe n our artistin-residence, Lawr ence David. son, gave his annual recital. All
box seats were reserved.
The Theatre Guild announced a
need for a fool's bauble. Many
"baubling" fools volunteered but
alas, no bauble.

Students protest parking regulations.
John S. Karley proudly exhibited the 10,000th letter which
he received protesting parkinl
regulatir;ms. It was rumored
that some action might be considered in the forseeable future.
The
rumor
was,
however,
discovered to be entirely groundless.
An editorial in the campus
newspaper suggested that the

Dr. Donald Ralchle - an American char_a cter.
Dr. Donald R. Raichle delivered a speech on the American
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Year

Character.

Prof. Carl Burger exclaims, "I
really won?"
Profs. W. Carl Burger, E.
Austin Goodwin and Margaret
Kirkpatrick exhibited at the
Argus Gallery. Mr. Burger received an award for a water
color and Mr. Goodwin received
an award for a piece of sculpture.
The contract for the manufacture of the school ring was
given to Balfour (no connection
with David). Dr. Samenfeld assureci the distressed student body
that under no circumstances will
the design of the ring be changed.
The by-laws of the Student
Organization Constitution were
not forgotten during this month.
Two
amendments were introduced concerning the budget. One
was ill-received.
Prof. Evelyn Coston a ddressed
Kappa Delta P i on "Modern
Music ."
The feud b etween under classmen and upp er classmen was continued in the Letters to the Editor.
A change in one of the telephone
numbers was make for calling the
college after hours. It is understood, of course, that there is
still no guarantee that your party
will be reached.

Review-1963

Presidency of Student Organization. Students were asked to
vote.
An article by Liz Handley
entitled ••Anemones and Candles - An unsuccessful Study in
Reality and Illusion" certainly
was.
The Independent editors abolished Tuesdays and Thursdays . This was done to relieve
mankind of those nebbish days.
Judy Vance won an honorable
mention in the Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship Founoation competi·
tion.
The African Freedom Fund was
launched by the Independent in Mr. VIiieiia practices before per March, but never quite made it formance.
Edward
Villella,
premier·
into orbit.
Alberta Gunther said in an danseur of the City Center Balarticle entitled "stretching up let Company, was termed an
and out", "Physical exercise ••unqualified success'' regarding
is like eating a green salad." his appearance at Newark State.
That's what we've always said. Especially effective was his leap
into the audience which took the
lives of three people and a facApril
ulty member. A spokesman for
April was a dull month .. ... the College stated, "Well that's
The M.A.A. received an addition- show biz."
al appropriation of $800. 00 bringThe Apple Pie of the Month
ing their total budget to a sum Award for April was awarded to '
greater than the national debt . Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Worthy
for their "hard Work and gen''Twelfth Night' ' was slated for uine concern for the cause of
Spring production by the Theatre humanity. "
Guild, Students were reminded
that the play was written by WilPati Hill, at her poetry readliam Shakespeare, an Elizabethan ing, claimed that she was "not
playwright.
much of a poet." We disagreed.
McKendry reviewed "Wozze ck.''
Lambda Chi Rho placed first
in the Greek Sing. We didn't even
know they knew the language .

Spencer Kopecky and Robert
Foley won assistantships to the
University of Maryland.
The Class of 1962 gave the Col- ·
lege a sundial--just what we
needed!

-·
,...~
Council dinner given by Dr. WIi-

kins.

Corny Cornella
Cornelia Stabler performed in
t he Little Theatre on May 1. She
called her show "One Woman
Theatre.'• The name undoubtedly
was selected due to the fact that
at the end of her show there is
usually only one woman left in the
theatre - her.
The Creation took place.
The Independent was awarded a
second place rank in the 39th annual Columb ia Scholastic Press
Association contest.
"Twelfth Night" was termed a
"remarkable acheivement" by
reviewer Milca Mayoraz, Argentinian exchange student.
Jim Fulcomer wrote a column
·entitled "Fromm at Random. " A
spokesman for the College stated,
"Nobody read it."

Norman's cousin spoke.
Roberta Cook wrote a recipe
for the first grade which included
an escaping ant-colony, a teacher
(trying to escape), an observing
principal, two hamsters (not observing) and pupils.
This was also election-month.
Sharon Cooper and Robert Conway were both candidates for the

A letter to the editor p rotested the abolition of Tuesdays
and Thursdays . Since the letter
was from students of this college,
it was disregarded.
Jim Fulcomer wrote a column
dealing with Cuba. A spokesman
for the College stated, "Nobody
read it."
Divergent reviews of George
Nakashlmo's exhibit in Sloane
Lounge appeared.
Reviewers
were editors Maher and Meeks:

Mr. Fred Marder. College
Center Chairman, announced that
he would take a year's leave of
absence from the Co,l lege. He
was the recipient of a $3,000.00
grant from the University of
MichiJ;!an.

.Summer
The Independent editors and
friends tromped off to Bear
Mountain for an editorial picnic .
After sobering up, they returned
to campus .
Concerts in Branch Brook
Park, located in scenic Newark,
highlighted the summer cultural
season.
The student leaders of the College met at Sharpe Reservation
at Fishkill, New York, for the
fourth annual leadership conference.
Dr. Otto Milo spent the summer
taking pictures in Moscow.

September

Paul Goodman -mlrus reputation
Paul Goodman, lecturer, came
to t he College, preceeded by a
reputation
for greatness. A
spokesman for the College stated,
Where did he ge t it?"

A typical scene at registration.

Bruce Hall was de d icated. Mr .
Hall seemed indeed delighted.

May
Saturday Review's own Norman
Cousins.

Plant. It was John Jacob Splatt• s
first appearance on campus.

Mr. JamesE. Downes,athis retirement, received a presidential
citation for his forty years fait hful service in the teaching profe s sion.
Shirley Sacher, '63 received the
annual Lenore Vaughn Eames Award for her "outstanding devotion to the cause of good theatre
o n campus ...

Editors protest.dress regulations
In regard to school attire requirements, the Independent, in
an editorial, stated: "We ask
the adminis t r ation to reconsider
the establishment and enfor cement of a policy on dress ... and
to ask themselves whether these
r ules exist for the s t udent's welfare or for the s ake of the i m pres sion we give o utsider s.
Sure ly a school that i s growing
at Ne war k State' s pace is, or
soon will b e , too large to stoop
to such pett y regulations . " We
were wr ong.

Page' 7s

In a cle ar example of a rigged
election, Robert J . Litowchak was
re-elected Editor-in-Chief of the
Independent. A spokesman for the
College stated, "What - again?"
Spring floods made the brook
impassable again, and again, and
again ... Two students and a maintenence man were 1rretrievebly
lost.
Lucille Pace and Ray Schaeffer
were -crowned Queen and King of
lhe Carnival.
Lucille was . the
Queen ·and Ray was the King .

The "Fellows" gather at Malone's
May
was National Tavern
Month.
The Independent editors condemned the propose·d destruction
of "our one and only natural
phenomenon-the tree.''

On May 20th, the First Annual
Florence Foster Jenkins Memorial Concert was held in the Power

Everyone· who managed to survive registration c ame back to
sc hool.
"Oh, Welcome, Welcome !' '
The newspaper office was bombarded by requests for the black
leather jacket with Independent
on the back in Spenserian Script.
A whole bunch of people and
some faculty members got pro~otions.
Jim Fulcomer wrote his first
column for the new academic
year. A spokesman for the college said, "No one read it."
Everyone tried to remember
the kind of September ... . No one
could.
(Continued on Pag~ 20_S)
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1964
JANUARY
The beginning of 1964 brought
New Year's resolutions galore.
The first meetings concerning
a revamping of the entire General
Elementary Curriculum were
held. People are STILL meeting • ••

tics" activities which provided
ample opportunity for N.S.C.'s
females to become eligible to
enter the "slim-waistline" competition of our own country • ••

Mr. Shiebler's

from NS underclassmen, this
mandate being sufficient to carr y
them to ultimate victory in the
pinnacle of politalpower, Stu. Co.
president and vice president •••

Former president Eisenhower
wound up a political speech recently with a proverb that sounded
.., aguely familiar -- he said," Remember, those who teach will
never dare to learn." •••
Students at NSC were able to
read about President DeGaulle's
recognition of Red China in newspapers and magazines purchased
at the Information Services Desk
which began operations in Feb-

Juniors and Seniors
Ou t in The Field

With juniors· and seniors "out
in the field," Newark state's
facilities were utilized by the
numbers for which they were originally designed. Freshmen and
sophomores found seats in the
snack bar, cafeteria, library -and rest (? ) rooms • ••

The I. F .s . c. elected Joe
vance as its head. One of Mr.
Hovance' s first official duties
was to proudly display I.F.s,c.
stationery ordered (? ) from the
Bookstore • ••

Academic Freedom?

Alan Lomax, acknowledged as
the foremost collector of folk
songs in the world, presented a
free concert in the Little Theater on March 16 . ••

Three Closs P residents
After Elect ion Results

The annual Men's Athletic Assoc iation Varsity Award banquet was held. Master of ceremonies was Jor.n (The Body)
Masterson. Bill Grier received
the D' Angola award for outstanding participant in sport for the
year, In his inspiring address,
Bill announced that a yo- yo team
for men will be considered. The
WRA countered with a suggestion for a girl's "jacks team" •• "
The first meeting of the 196465 student Council was conducted by the new president, William
Wi nkeed Ginrops

Travel, anyone? Meetings for
NSA trips to Bermuda and F lorida over the Easter vacation
were held. Trips to Cyprus were
considered despite the vehement
protestations of the Greek ambassador toN.S., Bill Gargiles • ••

The 1964 Carnival had the N,J ,
Tercentenary as its theme •••
A member of our psychology
department wrote an artic le entitled "Healthy Sexual F rustration" which appeared in "Like
Your Psyche." This was a psychological tract which was based
on first -hand observations of
T au' s car-smashing booth. Dr,
Watson asserted that the sledge
hammer was a symbol of -we ll, you' d better re ad the article • ••

J ack Ruby was convicted
first degree murder • ••

Opera Guild Perform s

The beginning of the Spring
Semester brought With its promise of warm weather the return
of juniors and seniors from labor atory experiences with new
found
knowledge concerning
methods of fording spring floods
of N.s. creek which was declared officially navigable.

Newark State's Opera Guild,
under the direction of Mr. Lawrence Davidson, presented "The
Marriage of Figaro." E lien Gantly and Richard Reskow starred .. •
Meanwhile, Europe was the
scene of numerous demonstrations protesting the presentation
of Rolf Hochhuth's "The Deputy."
The Townsend Lecture Committee attempted to contact Mr.
Hochhuth for its Lecture Series
but Father Marchand of the Newman Club demanded equal time •••

Sports Program E nl arged

Poets and podesses were
treated to a reading of the poems
of Robe rts Fitzgerald. His keynote was a discordant one against
the U.S. press, excluding, of
course, the INDEP ENDENT.

Love, Sex, Marriage

The College Center Board initiated a seminar on March 2,
"Love , SEX, and Marriage" were
the topics discussed by members
of the Newark State faculty with
assistance from Dr. Helen E.
Carter, gyneco~ogist, and three
clergymen. No one was convinced •••
Big names were on hand for
Newark State's first "Spring
Weekend."
WENKEED GINDROPS introduced a J azz Concert featuring the Mitchell Ruff
Trio on Friday night; Saturday
brought the opening of NSC's
olympic- sized pool with a huge
splash party. A semi-formal
dance headed Saturday night's
activities . The weekend concluded with a concert by the Serendipity Singers. No one drowned •••

Other events - General MacArthur dies. • .Revolt in Brazil. • .Pieta left st. Peter's •••
Burton appears in "Hamlet"
(without Liz
the fool!). • •
The month of April ends after
30 days •••

MARCH

Panamanian students staged
riots against America's right to
display the flag. Fortunately,
however, at Newark State freshman and sophomore exams were
accepted with only overt complants and resigned inevitably• ••

March went out like a lamb:
Spring Vacation began on the
26th •••

Newark State showed that it
did not lack athletic prowess
even though we had no representatives at the Winter Olympic competition at Innsbruck.
N.S.C.'s contribution to the Olympics included WRA "Slimnas-

•

MAY
1

The Alumni Association of
Newark State held its annual
homecoming at the school and
was surprised by the unexpected appearance of James P.
Mitchell, Republican candidate
for governor of New Jersey •••
The NSC cheerleaders competed in the 5th annual InterCollegiate Cheerleading
Com-

The gayest of Shakespeare' s
comedies, "Much Ado About
Nothing'' was presented by the
Theater Guild of NSC and was
directed by. Mrs , Zella Fry• •.

• • •
N,S. experienced something
comparable to the earth shatter' ing events experienced in Al aska
when William N. ("WNS - or
, you'll be in a mess") Shiebler
I and his running mate, Joe Grillo,
received a tremendous mandate

The N. J. Teachers for Integrated Quality Education (TIQUE)
met for the first time at NSC.
The basic aim of the organization was stated as developing
"programs of integrated quality education for all children and
youth in N,J.'' •••

AP RIL

Martino Leads N. S.A. Safari

Men's Dorm Opens

The fourth annual Parents' Day
' Program was held and a short
talk was presented by Pres. Eugene Wilkins •••

• •
FEB RUARY

Shiebler, and was attended by
the new Council reps •• •

E lections were held for officers of the new Humanist Society
on campus, organized by students who believe that the answers to life' s problems can be
sought through free inquiry. The
meeting was closed to the press,
but not the INDEPENDENT•• .

•

• • .came in like a lion .••
A college assembly was held
on March 12, at which President
Wilkins discussed the function
of the Student Organization. StelNototorium Opens
la La Salvia and William Shiebler, candidates for the office of
Sigma Beta Tau, led by To m
President, offered campaign Coyle, copped the annual Greek
speeches. "Two notices in every Sing wi th a med ly of s ongs from
' "Guvs and Dolls.'' • ••

Suction Cups on
Sole at Bookstore

The Junior Prom was held in
the Main Dining Room and was
decorated according to the theme
of "Realm of Ancient Greece.''
Dusty Brooks and Tommy starred
at the event.

• • •

Murray Brown: Drama Reading

petition and for the second year
in a row, the girls placed 4th • ••

Elected to the office of social
directors -- oops! -- class presidents, were two-time winner
Tony Martino '65, Rich ("I shall
return") Meimin '66, and John
F urm an, who ran on a platform
of "deficit spending" •••

Muhammed Ali defeated the favored Sonny Liston for the heavyweight title of the world. On our
own campus, another bout was
under way, An editori al, "Certification Assembly: A Real
Smash," caused the INDEPENDENT to issue a statement defending the newspaper's position
on satire. The statement emphasized a need not to insult, but
to treat satiricall y, "subjects
which cannot be treated in any
other manner." It ended with
" We are the Greatest," . • •

The registrar's office
nounced that the 1964-65 academic year would see nine class
periods from 8 a.m. to 5 p. m.
to accommodate 200 additional
students in the huge incoming
frosh class •• .
Murray Brown visited Newark
State to interpret the poetry of
Edgar Allen Poe. No one interpreted him. · • •

mailbox" was
winning slogan.

P resident Shiebler at
The " Pi nnacl e of Power"
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The second annual Tug of War to inspire the administration to
between the brothers and pledges the cause of one beloved and
of Sigma Beta Tau was held in
the gym parking lot. The divider
was a huge pit filled with mud
and water, and one by one the
brothers were overpowered and I
dumped into the pit. The brothers were led by Paul Dicorcia, I
pledges by Al Record, who was 1
given artificial respiration at
the scene by John Mury. • •

War jitters continued as Turkey bombed Cyprus •••

NSC was host to a group ot
20 visitors from India under
the "Education in Two Cultures "
program, a plan which provides
mutual understanding of the In-

SEPTEMBER

Burton's "Hamlet" got a good \ s age of the Bond Issue, and so
review from an INDEPENDENT I did about 7000 students and adcritic.
mic;trators •••

Hence, the world situation this
summer was dominated by men ,
and causes in turmoil, some slated for victory; some for defeat •••
Much the same as the students
in summer s chool •• .

-

Fraternities and sororities
performed services during their
pledge period •• ,they were hellishly helpful •• ,

•
--..~

(T wo issues of INDEPENDENT
were published.)
Humanists Use .. Hot Air"

Buckminster F uller was the
Townsend Lecture guest .• •Everyone was enlightened, ••

Campus Schoo l Opens

honored Dr. Marvin Brooks • • •
nobody listened •• •

The "Johnson Girls" made
page one for th eir service as
The Industrial Arts Associahos tesses at the Democratic Na- ' tion announced plans for the
ti onal Convention. This was be- building of a bridge over our
fore Don Kulick r esigned as Managing Editor and P aul Minarchenko was named in his s te ad •••

•• •
SUMMER
It was by no means an uneventful summer. As full time andextension students registered for
summer school late in J une, the
cauldron of world politics was
bubbling into a foam which threatened to " run over" and scald
the earth •• •

•
OCTOR ER

Albert Record was named Religion Coordinator at N.s.c • • •

Fall Weekend was held with
Ollaf Nekweed abundently in
presence as were Olatunji and

Long Hot Summer

dian and United States Cultures
through exchange visits. Drs.
Wilkins and Hutchinson visited
India in January of 1963, and
Dr . Dorsey and Mr. Howe will
visit the country during January, 1965 • • •
Ground was broken for a 1000
seat auditorium to be built at
NSC under the college' s building program financed by the College Bond Iss ue. The ceremony
preceded the ann ual honors assembly which was held in the
gymnasium . ...

The business office announced
the accumulation of $14,000 in
parking ticket fine s •• •to be used
for snow removal •• •(this editor
dreamed,)

My Go al is 70 00 Tickets
A Semester

Once again the hazing rules
emphasized that all freshmen
MUST participate and MUST attend Senior Court ••.

Passaic "rive r"; hence, c ars
are no w allowed in the College
Center, with snowtreads ! !. • •
I,F.s . c. approved the charter
of a new frate r nity on campus ,
Nu Delta Pi, now the fourth fraternity on campus • • • Where's
the fifth? • . •

The campus school opPnt-'cl with
an enrollment of 265 students.
The staff of the non - graded school
under Mr. Franck G, Darte consisted of two males and eight females. This reflects the ratio
of males to females at Newark
State . . •

The admissions office announces that they will be accepting 850 freshmen next fall which
will bring NSC' s enrollment up
to 1.326 ovPr last year's.

In June the controversial and \
If these mathematics are corworld reknowned Prime Minister I
Nehru of India died, leaving the rect, that makes it lG times more
Neutralist
Bloc
without a probable that a girl could r:atch
leader. • •
! a man (providing, of course, nei-

Paul J. Minarchenko was elected editor- in- chief of the INDEPENDENT. He appointed Don Kulie as managing editor ••.

j'

Sign i fican ce of One

Less and Larry Elgart. , .Mason
Niblack bemoaned the fad that
no one else was •• .

I

July saw the dawn of Senator
Barry Goldwater' s ill- fated bid
for the Presidency. The "long I
hot summer," now under way, I
sweltered from the effects of
Harlem riots • ••

Exchange Professor John Verdegaal addressed the Historial
Society.,.
The Townsend Lecture Committee sponsored a debate on
"Should Extremists be granted
the privilege of the College Platform? " Their answer was to
invite R. Buckminster Fuller as
their next speaker •• .

Nikita Khruschev, on his way
out of power, made a good will
tour of Scandanavia. .•

Hew Chee rl e ad i ng Squad

The 1500 lb. boulder placed
beside the NSC Brook as part
of the senior class gift to the
s chool was pushed into the stream
by pranksters. The men of Sigma
Beta Tau generously used their
"sweat and tea..-s" to replace the
boulder and to relieve the moments of anxiety and anger felt
by the senior class •• •

Robert Kennedy, on his way
into power, visited Poland .••

De ms Gath e r a t Se a sh or e

ther of them is married) in the
new campus school than at N.s.c.
Whe re will all the coeds apply
for jobs in a few years?

August came on hotter - - in
many ways . The United States
committed itself to the first di-

UECEM BER

SCATE makes $ 284 from its
sale of the new pop hit record
"Newark State '62" • • .

An editorial appeared in the
INDEPENDENT deploring the appalling maintenance conditions
after a tree fell on Dr . Robert
F . Allen's car. Shades of Miss .
Dr. Allen? •. .
The date and theme for Fall
Weekend were announced. • .

Students Rally for Baskin

rect action against the Communist Viet Cong, when our Navy
fired upon Red torpedo boats attacking the u.s.s, Maddox, • ,

Dr. Louis Raths addresses the
student body at an All-College
assembly •••
Writer of "Year In Review"
finally runs out of ideas and
steam • •.

"And This Is The Way You .
DON'T Cu t Down A Tree"
1

1

The Frosh went to the polls
and went to the polls, and went
to the polls, to elect Mike Elkas
as their first president •••
Mr. stern made one of 12 3,
speeches on the College Bond
Issue ...

Lunchtime discussions in summer school centered around the
possibility of an "emergency
draft" eliminating the few remaining men on campus. ••

I

•

Christmas falls on December
25 this year!! •.•
Merry Christ-m as. . .Happy
New Year .. •• Hapn-y_Chanukah •. .

I
I

Tom Coyle, boy winner, got I
married...

The Democratic National Convention at Atlantic City nominated
Johnson and Humphre y to head
the party ticket. •.

-~-

,

•

NOVEMBER
N.s.c. was awarded a $64,704
federal grant to train child- care
works in the mental retardation
field ..•

i

Successful Junior Prom

• •

Dr. Raubinger spoke on "The
Significapce of One" at convocation. Two thousand three hundred
and seventy- four students attended • • •

Peter Froelich was elected
editor-in-chief of the INDEPENDENT.,.
Nearly 1000 s tudents demonstrated their feelings, in an orderly march through the halls
·and the campus, in an attempt

Hew Ed i tor Elec ted

Lyndon Baynes Johnson was
swept into office by handily defeating Barry Goldwater (who
refused to concede)• • .

The delegates at Atlantic City
were said to have felt that the '
proceedings - at -the Cow Palace
were a "lot of hull" • .•

\

t

• ••

Fun???????

Mr. Stern celebr ated the pas-

Raths Co ngratulated
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Gerry Hutchinson c h o s e n
IFSC Queen for 1965 . . .
Committee of 14 formed to
determine purpose of red ball
at campus school. . .

Well, no wonder they never
promoted you you can't
even read!
.January
1965 begins and nothing had
changed at N 2wark State. Student Organization starts th e
working (?) year. INDEPENDENT begins criticism of Student Council. .

Second power failure in dorm
spurs new riot . To date it has
not been decided whether the
systems are AC or DC . Bookstore shows increase in candle
sales . . . To add to the discon-

You have -

what??

tent s t u d e n t s find cafeteria food unappetizing .
Administration is concerned
w it h increased applications
and shortage of classroom facilities . . . decides to announce
that classes would have to be
held at the YMHA. They finally r e a I i z e that one cannot
cram students into a sardine
ca n and expect the educationa l process to succeed . . .

Well, it's better than cafeteria
food.

Student - Faculty program
initiated at Stokes . . . Now students were responsible to s e e
that everyone was in bed after
lights out . . .
E~ucation courses se=n unrelated to problems .
So what
else is new?
Arpil
Reform candidates challenge
the "power elite." For Student
Council offices. . .Accuse "21ite" of using "slush fund".
power petite formed ...
Record wins presidency o f
Student Organization by acclamation. Declares dictatorship . . .
INDEPENDENT prints election coverage. Continues i t s
fine journalistic practices b y
printing wrong captions under
candidates' pictures. . .Sorry
. . .But it got laughs . . .n o t

Humanists bring nudist t o
campus . . . They bare th e facts

O.K., you can come out now,
Practicum is over,

orie ntation more informing,
nex t year they plan to invite
~embers of school "custodial
, taffs" to speak.
Newark State College wit:iessed its own version of the
:·ecent Berk ley riots. Men ri,:i, for he a t I!! The im;:>ortant
:s;;ue of heat in the men's dor!:1.to ry was coldly debated . . .

March
Student Organization campaign begins . . .March winds
reach peak velocity. R e c o r d
searches for opponent . . . a n d
searches. . .and searches.
but not too har d ..

He ritage Players p r e s e n t
"Confidential Cl.erk" by Eliot, T

You lose -

you flunk!

from the candidates . . .
Zarzycki, Vesey, and Murray sweep at polls. Brooms
paid for by the "slu·sh fund" ...
Students organized CUE to
re-organize New Je rsey higher
education. They felt that since
N. J . was 47th in U.S. for aid.
to higher edu cation, something
had to be done . . . Agree? . . .
Class of '68, .nursing t h e i r
bruises, demand end of hazing

I'll -see to her mys~lf. Dr. Benson.

INDEPENDENT criticizes Student Council. .

May
May begins on first day of
month
"As You Like It'' pzes~nte d
by T h e a t r e Guild in Ke,rn
Courtyard. How did you I i k e
it? Bob LaWHOcheck???

Faculty and
pate in Open
nam. Ho Chi
grets that he

Committee of 14 Members

Orientation set for Student
Organization candidates . . . Or ientators needed orientation . . .
Navigable waterway still unbridged . Security nets ward off
-enemy submarines. Drownings
continue! . . .

Russell Kirk, Townsend Lecturer, sp :aks on conservatism.
His words are· well-heeded . . .
Soon after, a group of Newark
State faculty and students join
the March on Washingt on t o
end the war in Vistnam. . .
Soon after, a group of Newark State faculty and stud!=nts
join the March on ·washington

students particiForum on Vie tMinh sends recould not attend

host to Rut g e rs . . . b oxing
gloves are sold cheaply. . . Visits 'are also made by Union
Fire Department for f. a 1 s e
alarms. . . and assorted mug· gers . . .

R~Gord: "I am the g reat est."

.

..

. .•

New ark Sta te w , lcom es
f I o w e r s that bloom in the
spring ('1'ra la . . . students
sneeze a lot. . .

Newcrk State students play

for

President Shiebler leaves office to greater heights - Dun ellen . . .

The sisters of Nu Theta Chi
place fir st in G ree k Sing by
by singing "Illegitimate" and
"The Chain" Sigma Beta T a
surprises everyone with their
versatility by singing "A Prayer". . .We hear they prey a
lot . . .

C a r n i v a 1 Committee dedicates Carnival pro;'.its to Student Union Building Fund . . .

You rub two sticks together
here. We'll go down the road
some Woodl
j ' •)_ l l •,

Student Council attempts to
change closed file system. It is
still not a complete open-and shut case ..

S. . .

SCATE plc:..1ds poverty and
:-ecei\res $2,400 in oid u s ed textbooks from publi,hing houses .
.".t ia£t re port Joe Ch rnbak was
seen s elling them to get mcney
10 eat . .
A play afld worl-:shops pres 2ntcd on vencral (!i:.lE:a s e . . .
Program proves to be v":ry infectious . . .

Carnival.
. "1934" theme
involves the college in mass
regression into childhood while
looking into the future . . .Soupy
Sales trendex rises among NSC
so phis tica tes. . .

Sophomores given o~portunity to Choose electives in Social
Sciences . . .
Dress Code rescinded on trial basis .. .nude bdy seen riding on white horse around c.3.mpus ..

Student-Faculty Coffee Hour
initiated. Eat. . . , Drink . . . ,
and .. ?

Faculty lose money on t h e
horses. Committee for $1,000,000 formed to obtain grants for
the faculty .

to end the war in Vietnam. ..
but, we defend his right to be
"right" . . .
Dr . Thomason reads his poetry in pentambic iameter . . .
it could have been "verse" .. .
Newark State students and
faculty members march in Selma for civil rights . . . Campus
gains in prid e and awareness

February
Proves to be a very exciting
month . . .The big parking fray
is a major discussion . INDEPENDENT seeks information
on dispersal of parking funds
. . .wins right to know. Thank
you, Mr . Shiebler'

Juniors and .;;eniors make
annual pilgrimage to schools to
judge whether teaching is for
t h e m .
Many cooperating
:eachers m a k e h:adlines by
being on missing persons' list
for two months. Student t =achers make their decisions.
:n crease reported on the miss:ng persons' list. . .
The administration adds t o
the confusion when they try a
new appro_a ch to Junior Practicum by b r i n g i n g everyone
from high school principals to
janitors to speak to secondary
juniors in X370 . Students were
informed? They are now forced to find a new approach to
th e new approach. To make the

8

I'll call the dorm commitleell

"Operatio"1 Dry Feet"
Bridge completed over nav igable w ate r way. Drownings
subside. . .Cre: k r uns dry. . .
Powell Saks announced a s
winner of Carnival ugly ~rncez
contest. P.:e expects to · w i n
again .. . .
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AL YEAR IN REVIEW
Vietnam protests reach new
heights. Politically a c ti v e
groups speak at Open Forum ,
sponsored by Student Council.
Views were presented f r o m
left to left. Goldwater sends regrets . . .

Announcement m a d e that
new 800 seat auditorium w a s
to open soon for 3000. -Further
addit:ons were to come. We're
waiting . . .
Leadership Conference h ~ld
. . .Coffee, T-groups. . .Campus leaders get psyched up

Should we allow !his hazing
to continue?

Dr . Mary Wright, authority
on the history of modern China, appears as last Townsend
Lecturer for 1964-65 . . .
. . . Then there was the Golden shaft. Congratulations, Mr.
Gerrish!
1964-65 Memorabilia dedicatl e d to Dr. Raths and Dr. Watson at Honors Convocation .. .
Year ends with INDEPENDENT cri ticizing Stu cl en t
Council. . .May ends on I a s t
day of month ..
June

To everyone 's d i s m a y.
Commencement h eld June 10 n ot Jun~ 3 - as pr eviously s p ec ified on calendar. Seniors rec eive diplomas. Some get jobs
others become teachers . ..
September
Enrollment rises - [50 fric:shmen admitted . . . ParkinR µroblems worsen. Business Office
sells more stickers than the

Class of '68, suddenly realize
t h e y are sophomores. Demand ha zing continue!
Student - Faculty coffee hour
continues. Present . . .real fa-

Anti-aircraft didn't help

Controversial Genovese addresses Newark State students
on the future of civil rights. He
speaks from the left side of the
Little Theatre.
Dramatic performance o f
"In White Ame r ica" presented
in New Auditorium . . .

Open Forum at what college??

Stephen Spender, "The Trul y
Gre at", recites a nd comments
on his po:: try in Towns end L ecture ..

Take first camel ...

Audien c e a pplauds The atre
Guild ' s production of " Billy Liar, " while sitting in Hurts re nt
-a-seats .

c ulty, real s tudents, and real
c offee - but ne\·er at the s a me
time . .
Student Council announ ces legislation adopted
INDEPENDENT asks . . . what leg islation?? ?
Lussen initiates "Footnotes".
Musty odor pervaded INDEPENDENT office . . .
Monmouth R o a d residents
(lemand dorm parking lot barricaded. Students sing "Don't

December

Minarchenko cannonized!

Committee of 10 proposes a
$10 increase in Studen t Activ ities fee to finance new College
Union. Student loans on rise . . .

Hughes and Dumont, gubernatorial candidates , address
· student body. INDEPENDENT
backs Hughes. Hughes w i n s
election!
Due to popular demand, hum a nis ts re t urn nud;sts to c a mpus. Tee-bee 1
Students refuse to sit in rear

$10 for College Union!

Nu Theta winninJ Greek S ing.

n u m b e r of parking spa~es.
Mr Ramos announces new
parking lot. Directions: 1 ¼
m i 1 es north on Morris Ave.;
t urn left at first red light;
make a sharp U-turn next ambc:: light; stop at second green
l ight; park car; walk over
r ope bridge; take first camel
. . need we say more·?
President Wilkins speaks at
ConYocation - asks students to
in v olve th e m s el ,:es and "open
y our ey ,;,s " . N o immediate in-.-olvement was p ossible, everyone remained s leeping . . .

Sixteen candida t ~s compPte
for IFSC Queen. M innie Chenko is expected to win . . .

But I am involved. Dr. Wilkins

F ence Me In " .
Dedication of College Fields Commissioner R a u b i n ge r drops in. Anti - aircraft
guns prove ineffective. "Renta-cop" tries to ticket helioc opter . . .
Jean She pherd presents formal le c tu r e on " creeping meat
-ba ilism". Administration attends and is enlighten2d ...
October
President Wilkins propos es

of bus . TAU stops "handy-bus"
service.
November
INDEPENDENT takes poll
on Genovese case and gu b ern a torial stand. Freedom o f
s pee ch. Adopt policy sta te ment
advocating a c ademic free d om
Bo rig ht croons for c oroner;
is elected desp ite la ryn gites.
He accepts posit ion s tiffl y ..
I don't. !hink they liked eithe:r
of us, Richard!

Class es b egin at YMHA. Malone sells stock . Student s given
co urse s in anti - g ue rri lla tac1ics for th ~if ma r ches on th e
'·Yellow Erick Ro a d" to the
'·X"' ''.

adop tion of Liberal Arts program at Newark State to tl~e
State Department. All departments support proposal except
one. Gu"ss which?

,\•

I3ut I AM the Dean!
S t u d e n t Council s pon s0 rs
cours e eva luation. P a nicky
prcfe<=so!·s befrie n d studen s .. .
INDEPENDENT puts o u t
Ch r istmas issue. Mr. James
Day, .Advisor, starts think ing
up explanations . See you in
January, we hope!!

Activities of a leader

Dress Code dropped

Committee of 14, formed to de
lermine purpose of red ball in
campus school, makes repor t.
. .Kevin Larsen concurs that
red ball is symbol of fertility

Bori;~t becomes coroner

Ecumenical Council continu es. Minarchenko canonized
as God.

Council freezes MAA funds
due to finance dispute. Zwiedinger is frigid. . .toward entire issue . . .

TAU institutes "handy - bus"
service. Members of other fraternities made to sit in rear of
bus . . .

Unexpectedly Fall W eekend
considered monetary su ccess.
200 students remain till the bit•
ter, " Bitter End" . ..

Annual Messiah performance
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THE 1-N DEPENDENT
And Council contin ues work
o: \ cr:.;r-se evalua•,ion ...

Bill Price , atte mpts to coordi.~:J te N,::A- ,,,; .. ',, ·. •.-11 1 c,,
ordinate Bill Price ?

Nero writes · "Student Council: Fact and Fantasy" colu m n
explaining
council...
Council debates which one ...
and debates... and debates ...

Ci a :: of • ,::J sp onsor:.

St udents vie for preference.

bb od driYe .

Jan11arv
.,

C a m p u s School named
school of Le month ... Edu . ·.i0n
Department backs its philos-

Newa,rk State breaks out of
its pro , c . bi.' l provinc ial shell :
Fifty Liberal Arts Majors admitted ...

U,

But stu dent t e achin g e nc,Iures unendurably... which is
m ore t ha n we ca n say about
the Student Teach ers ...
And E d 370 Classes p onder
the questions th a t h a ve b affl ed
Educators for centuri es : " H ow
Dar k t he D a 1rk Ages ? H ow high
t he hydrogen bo m b .. . ?"
J ack Platt fina ll y gets his
l,rga n .. . w e still don·t kn ow
w:io get 's the bill ...

·u;i:°O

Union Board of Education attempts to diss,lve it. .. I n _·e p e ndent accused of being immora l ' ·too,:, of the ad m inistration" for support ing it ...
New ho ) e for Ne wark State
males ... Draft Deferme nt tes t
taken by scores ... mothe r s wait

.,ue f-1:urray ,

in colle

Class of '68
campus .. .vote
pus a s ove n

to head i n :!e ·,.en :\,, n t.

Valva no writes In:ie pen :ien1
"epic of the yea ·· .'· ··Es·~e11, ·e
of M a tur e Love ." Lussen count ers with " M ature L u -:t" .. Tal'.,
a b out de lusions of grand e ur ...

Joe Valvano write s on
Mature Love .

Sq u:,··e Cagers wi n NJSCC
Conferen ce ... Somebody r ev ived Coach Sull iva n ...

cop:es m issi n g-Some::me
1:;:€ ci a t 2s l.S

Co un cil tics bow on hazing
pack age ... M u r r y almost ge ts
neck ca u ght in it

ap-

Chris Ebn
N. S.C. -- goes
New Je rsey .
'°'. ,. -~ Cr oss b
Union F irs t
in to revive d
bl - eds First

Catull o. Torella and Merwin
,·ie for Stude nt O rg Pres iden cy... " M y old facti on c a n
beat your old faction. "

Kaptor he ars news of

Gree k Sing ... an d R e:41 li ve
gi rls go in t::> hid ing for three
weeks ...

appointment.

Malo ori

Raic h ie . ,,_ · ;;. res to le :-d

captures K a ptor ... he assumes a ll r es ponsibilities of S por t ' s Editor ... keeps
,vat chful eye on MAA a nd puts
up w it h WRA G a ls.

... And Co un cil sells Vietnam
s ti ckers ..

Course evalua ti on initiated ;
seen a s val u a ble idea_ .. on a
clear d a y . you ca n s e e forever. .

Book Store h:is spec:al on
sweatshi rts! " Th ey a lso se rve
who only sta nd and swe a t " ...

I n depen3enl

Fe bruary

Religious Seminars are
sponsored•

Wald wips WABC Supeirma-:1
Poster contest ... once aga in,
the valu e of Ed 370 is shown ..

History Prof. Joseph Do1dnson states he is " bitter" a t
d ismisal... overheard
f om
students. " He really made me
want to learn . .. ''

NSC Theater Guild presents
THE FANTASTICKS ... and it
was ...

Longer Day a nnounced; s tudents re ce ive (free and gr a tis)
ten ext ra minutes t o ba ttl e
tJ- a ffi c .. .

Cl a ss of 1970 notified of accer:- . ·m ces .. . a ll 45 .000,000 of
t hem (afte r a ll , there 's al ways
th e °'' ... )

Scie nce teachers hold av iation workshop; Orville and
Wilbur ressurected ...

A nd Coun cil conti n ues w ork
on t he Course Evaluation . . .

r

in L

Faculty Senate.

Dana O\'erspend s in t h e i r
zeal in the ques t of Ar t f o r
Art's sake . Who's Art'? .. .

NSC Theate r F o,r The Perfo r m ing A rts is dedi cated . . .
a nd the Champagne flowed ...
at least we th ink it was dedicated .. .

April
No J r . P r acticum for Secondary Maj ors in Cl ass o f
1963 .. . semester to en d in D ecember ... a nd as we sit here
while the early morning o f ·
De ce mber 12 th dawns Forgive
us Dr. S., we kn '.)w not what
we do.

Faculty Se,
reality ... F red
s:gns as Com
u cation ... N .S.
wh ich to be h
Administrator pre pares for
Senate Hearings .

Council attends Urban Affairs Conference-learns how to
have an urban affair .
Administration seeks homes
for women students . Dougal
Hall volunt eers turned down.
Wor k on Course Evalua tion
continues ...

Record ha nt
Catullo... Ca tt
had handed g,
cord .

, Girls of Wh i
p a nty r a id--n1
able .

.A Srn
of eYen

portanc
OCC{HTC

ne:-tr, or
(,

Al
L ., a:ierrl- 1.> C:,nfaren:::e:
"If you f:,;t ih<:! wa:, I feel
you foe!."

l\LA
untl her

Editor Hayseed contemplates
Price appointed NSA
Jack PWt in Jhle Pit.

: _ i:.o, or,dinator . .

success of Golden Shaft
Award.

N .S.C. holds Carnival: Union Au Go Go --tnank God, it
we nt went.
Powell Saks retains the. title
of Ugly Man --Beauty is only
sk in d eep . Yea.- Yea .. ,

facult~,,

ministr2
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\NNUAL YEAR IN ' REVIEW
And Nero becomes the star
of Channel 13.

Would you believe ...Course
Evaluation published:

The Hawke,r, magazine for
young rebels . is financially
rnpported by Council... their
money is for the birds.

June
Goodbye to Class of 1966 •
and ·some of Class of '67, '68
and '69 - better luck next time.
(;
l
,.,eptein.oer

State Colleges charged with
violations after hearings -- it
was a long. hot summe,:·.
Ramos n amed
Director of
College
Development...Wh at's
in a name?

A daily spectacular at N .S .C.:
!he changing of the
Rent -a-Cops.

Boright succeeds beyond.

1rns to school

wildest political aspirations.

le garb.

Dect'n1 her
-

~

- ~·

....fp,,. ...... ·-

hold prom off
>wn and Camilming f i ir s t

--

• - 'J~•

Piani st Paul Bau mg::irt ner
comes to c ultu rize the studen t
bod y of N .S .C.

wins Miss
n to win Miss

..

N -S.C. Football team prepares
for first game.

Fall weekend is split .. . boys
on one side. girls on the I he
other.

ds N .S. C . dry;;quad called
1r,: ... Red Cross
squad d r y.

Council starts the jolly sea•
son with a Bitch in . .. tha-t poop•
ect out.
F :·ee bus announced at NSC--Girl Scout Songbook to b 1c,
circulated.

Council supports the Separate Board ... Lers hope the Separate Board supports Counci l.
Council members lauded as
lrnmnnitarian, b~, Humanist~ ...
the,\· gt-.·~ t heir n, ·, n ('y \Vithout
quest inn ... In J.c;pen ~ :;nt en 1·iuusly c-1 it ici zxs :J.t•t ion.

W.R.A. Advisors th1:aten
to stop activity.

N e ro begins cut svstem ev~ a luat ion -- Nero bel ieved to
have maso c histic tendencies .
Ninety
attend
Leadership
C onference - but they cou!dn"t
tell us about it.
Is Frosh

Council: "f,.11 opposed.
signify by raising hand. "

Grounds broken for n e w
buil di ng s .. .Isa belle Zilch fa ll s
in th e h ole.

ary .

c bec·o rnes a
aubinger re;sione..· of Eddoesn ·1 know
iier over.
over gavel to
, wishes he
!I back to R e-

Hi_ghcr Education Board Bi; J
luom,·
l:nger o n the w al l. . .

Orien t ation
culminated a t
Senior Court ... fre verd ict was
guilty ... for th e seniors.
Enrollment rises ... pregnancy
among coeds up ten per ce n t.

is, pas~ed ... handwritini:

Hattie Hag, chief spokesman
for PT A objectors to S-434.
Typical meeting of

October

,an Hall stage
pants avail-

Council supports P r o j e c t
STOP ... support
soon stop s.
WRA threatens to stop acti ,·ity ... causes mor e
a ct i\·ity.

1ma1·y

Student<; proYen politically
aware by poll. 58.3 percent
know who is p r esident 0f the
U.S.
I.D."s are distri buted. Now
that we al l know who we are .
1\·hy ctoesn ·t someone tel l u s
where
·re going·>

of iu1-

Finance Board.

Stuuent Act:1·ities O ff i c t ·
polls students on sugges tion .-,
on what to do with the Sna ck
Bar .. . results found unpublish•
able.
at

The Four Se aso ns come to
ca m p u s ... bringing Princess
Summer fallw in te r spr ing.
Juni ors and senio 1·s learn
that this year exams a nd
classes will co;ncide . .. as \Vi!l
mono and hysteriu .

Football team to be formed
N.S.C.. . "When in doubt,

StQmp."

And Chi wins t he G,.·eel<:
Football Championship . . .
The Messiah
comes ... a n
gocs ... ' 'HALLELGLIA' ' ..

Wi shes for a happy hoiidayfrom the Independent.

,,·e

at

or

lfe<"tin~
l.

R

ER
tudent~.

tnd adors.

Edwardo Esposito:
Wanted by Library.

Con,·oca tion
held ...Wilk ins
5peaks on dissent cmd a r ouses
some.
Council supports Tau·s handy bus ... it ·s most unfcil"lunate
th at no one else did.
Ro om assignments questioned by faculty and students.
Bu rkh art analyses the i:,rnblem
and comes up with no solution.
except that maybe professors
should carry m aps to unequipped class ro.oms.,

Dorm Investigations begin .

N0Yen1her
WRA ad1·isors
continue
activity stops.
Independent goes intel lect u al -borrows books from library .

ct

Murray and Nero

"Yeah . .. it's Benson.

continue campaign.

'allright ! ••
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INDEPENDENTANNUAL
January

March
.Raichle appears before Council to assure
students of their autonomy. He is canonized
by Catullo and Archangel Michael.
Murray and Nero vie for Presidency. Italian faction wins, or does it?
Kappa Delta Pi prepares study guide. So
who from Kappa Delta Pi needs to study?
Sigma Beta Tau and Nu Sigma Tau win
in Greek Sing. Blue on Blue.

Sorry kid: No matter how many times we
ran it, it still comes ouJ 1.99.

Kopecky recommends minimum 2.0 cum.
Kappa Delta Pi takes over Student Council.
What we don't know won't hurt us. Independent barred from Faculty meetings. Independent installs wire-tapping system in
Faculty john.
_
Prof. Walsh resigns in mid-year, charging
history departments professor's impudence '
is exceeded only by his pomposity Members
of the department vie for title .. 2.·j way
tie results.
Former faculty member Selma Wasserman advocated Student participation and
vote on Curriculum Committee. Students
agree, faculty doe~ not.

Administratign ponders over students disc;ontenJ

June
Sum1ner-time and look who's easy again.
Class of 1967 passes out of N S.C., ready
for life because of "S2nior Moment,"

Nero announces engagement.

April
Classes hold Executive Board Elections.
"My factio,n can beat your faction, anyday."
C.C.B. sponsors "Love and Morality" Syniposium. Sex life on C'a mpus greatly improved. Morality improvement questionable.
Council allocated $575 to Murray to finance "The Lip." Great Expectations or delusions nf gran deur?
Student Sings Di11ty Song at Stoke,:-isd is. missed from school. Stokes program cancelled. Dirty songs now being sung in all education classes.
Indepen,:lent barred from faculty meetings.

February
N.S.A. proposes "free university" system
.. a series of faculty-student seminars to
be conducted on an informed level. Bill
Price. NSA Co-ordi n1ator insists on wearing
clothes.
The news leaks out .that the N.S.A. has
been receiving funds .from the C.I.A. Frank
Nero, former Regional Ohairman, was summoned from a vacation on the Riviera . He
refused _ to comment, but sent a postcard.
Young- Demccrats and Young Republicans
sponsor debate between presidential and
N.S.A. candidates. Affair boycotted by candidates alnd stud_ent body. Yo1mg Derno. crats and Young Republicans <lf'bate.
Florence A.geitos 'a ppears before Council
to disclose Faculty Senate's plan to take
over the Student Organization. She is canonized by Catullo and the Archangel Gabriel. ·

"WNSC" staff ready to broadcast.

"I've found it here. College policy forbids it."

May

Kappa D-1!11-- Pi inaugurates its tutorial
program.

Pike, Hackman speak on "New Morality."
Are they trying to tell us something?
Carnival rained out-Committee loses $1,000. Nu Theta Chi nearly luses one Volkswagen disguised as ,a doghouse. Nu Sigma
Tau's goldfish alone are happy.
Council rejects two more appointees to
Finance Board. Finance Board exhibits
symptoms of acute paranoia.

Ohriouai'y Sigma :&.ta Tau

•
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YEAR IN ·REVIEW·1967
October

j_

Dungan advocates elimination of campus
school. Independent agrees, as long as they
promise · to keep the sandbox for us.
Dungan eliminates Liberal Arts quota at
State Colleges.
Dungan drops teaching pledge.
Dungan writes book "Ori the Function
of the Kidney."

/10 ... ~

~

(,j,_

\J
-

,.:: C

"1

<...:

Burkhardt Gets New Assistant
Regi.'!tration.

for

Fall

Dungan appoints Board of,rustees.

December
September

. Rho Theta Tau collects toys. Is that any
way to do your Christmas shopping?
Semenfeld and Amodio issue 1Jhe 1'atest
on camus security. Fortieth gi,rl gets raped
,as they're SJcnsibly dliscussing ideas.
Glass Menagerie held in Little Theatre.
A shattering experience.
Eddtie Malone dies, N.S.C. loses a good
friend.

Sigma Theta Chi donates scoreboard .
Sigma Beta Tau donates N.S.C. sign .. .
We have ithe signs, but what's the diagnosis?_
Picnic highlights Freshman Orientation
Program. 2142 hot dogs consumed. Program
· comple!e succes5.

--

iL

V))-,.~ ,~-"' -

. ::5:.. . (J

ft

l ·\ · 1 .
- j ·:_

.I

· chancellor proposes financial to faculty

Freshman -cliass begin · Poster campaign.
Every litter bit helps. Ah, tJhe perils of a
well run political campaign.
Freshmen hold class election. The good
guys wear the Whitely hats.
State college faculties vote to impose
sanctions. Students petition for st•r ike.

"Leadership Conference? I suppose the school
insurance will cover it.''

1'hree thousand students storm Registrar's
Office. Regfstr<ar bl,a mes assistant registrar,
assistant registrar blames computer. Computer breaks down.
_Williamson hired to coaC'h non-existent
Football team. Green Lane kids get all excited.

Trenton?? 120 miles due south D-r. Raichle.

Counc-il fills 5th vacancy in 2 weeks. Nero
sings, "Happy days are here again, and
again, ,a nd again, and_again, and again.
Hutchinson ' defends Faculty. Senate . .
Unan~mously elected new Chairman.

N£-r o's All College assembly is a succes-s.

November

Prnhmen ban initial meeting witb• their

counwlor.

Murray, Pasquale resign from Council.
Nero sings, "Happy days are here again."
Third attack on coed in six months . ..
Tau's supports foster child. Whose?
Chi tops Tau in Fraternity football. Kirk
takes · the goo pipe. Indepnedent sings
Happy Day.s are :h ere again."
Independent continues to publish.
Willis Hall opens. Over the river and
through the woods,
Wilkins- pays - final ·rental on YMJ-L.\.
YM:HA buys ·N.S.C. _"You don't have to be
Jewish . . ."

And the Christmas Se-a.son was upon the
multitudes and the words of the prophets
were wri-ttc·n in the Independent. An_d the
History Department Supped with the Fine
Arts Department. And their children shall
inherit the Snack Bar.

Peace and Joy ln._. _Your .
Holiday Season
and Good Wishes
For the Coming Year
from

the Independent
• • .. •

)lt
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INDEPENDENT'S ANNUA
JANUARY

_

Theatre Guild presents Sher
mints, anyone?
Teri Zabludowski named M
Raggedy Andy.

Faculty Senate passes Student-Proposed Amendment to its ·
constitution. Our version of Student Power.
Wesper to be "Coordinator of Planning and Space Utilization."
Another addition to NSC's bureaucracy.
Chi presents "The Drifters" - Revue for College's JFK Memorial
Schol~ship Fund.
Tau presents the "Intruders" at mixer for Woodbridge State
School.

APRIL
Wojcik, Wasserman, and Oliv
two to go.
LBJ announces he won't
nominate.
"Crisis in the Cities" Urb
Ylvisaker, Dungan keynote speaker:
Chi wins Greek Sing, Pi and
Chi third. "But it was the best 15th

Price and Matos go through their daily routine.

Faculty Senate passes unfettered electives for liberal arts majors.
Now let's see if we can get past the IBM computers.
Course Evaluation to be scrapped due to lack of response.
Students found no complaints. Now they suffer in silence.
Ralph Nader speaks on Civil Responsibility. Warns consumers
against evils of X-rays., auto industry, pollution and other problems ....
Student Profiles: Al Musmanno - IFSC President. Heh , heh, heh.
Wesper announces master plans for campus expansion.

It's nice to know tha

INDEPENDENT apoligizes for "libelous (?)" article in '67 X-mas
Dependent on "Katrina Harmless Joined in Marriage to Jim-Jim
Cumberbund in the East Room."
FEBRUARY
College takes steps to solve tremendous parking crisis. Nero lays
ultimatum.

NSC gives tribute to slain Dr.
Spring Weekend: informal
Hootenanny-Hayride, and movi,
extravaganza extraordinaire.
New INDEPENDENT Editor
the clique" ...
Timothy Leary non-debate y.
Townsend Lecture Series. Is the wo

Sailing in a sea of mud.

MARCH

Student leaders sit-in for parking.

Price unopposed for Student Org President. The torch is passed.
John Harvard introduces first in series of Black Power seminars
sponsored by CCB.
U.S. Navy and Peace League compete in college center. "Joan
Baez vs. John Philip Sousa."
Black Power seminar No. 2 includes speakers Kenneth Gibson ,
Marshall Brown , Charles Redd , and Harry Wheeler.
Col. Kramer of Rutgers debated Dr. Weiss of NSC on "What is
Wrong With American Policy in Vietnam?" - What isn't!
Parking problem partially alleviated with temporary lot for small
foreign cars. VWs trapped in quagmire .

Birth of NSC's Peace League . An abortive process?
Faculty and Administration begin development of " master
plan" for NSC. Who's mastering whom?
·
· ·
.
Stu-Org Executive Board stages 23-hour sit-in- to protest parking
situation. Nero fiddles while NSC administration "burns".
Janet Gerardo named Miss IFSC.
SIMBA - African dance, song, drums, brought to TPS - "total
.
".
expenence
Linda Luzba named NSC's best dressed college girl.

"ELAII

MAY
Lecture and film series on "'
Peace and Democracy.
Collegians for Black Action gi
Time."
Student Profiles: Bill Price Glory?
"The Look of Music" - C
traditional deluge .

....

Spring Weekend Hootenanny-Hayride.

"The World of Musical Comedy" returns by popular demand.
Lowenstein resigns shortly after (by unpopular demand).
Whatever happened to Leroi Jones? {When he didn't show up for
Black Power seminar no. 3)
Matos wins Student-Org Vice Presidency; Napurano, Assistant
Treasurer; Bouman gets NSA post. "A right to know, a right to vote."
Debate rag~i over $1,000 grant for Student-Org President
referendum. Proposal defeated: "You.can't beat 'da machine'."
Dr. Robert &ird gives .·lecture ... puts down drugs : .. too
dengerous.
·
.,
·
Student Proftles: Joe Murray - Senior Class President. A
bre~ough.
, •
,1~

I got the crow
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Humphrey wins INDE. TDENT's election poll by 30 votes over
Nixon.
.
Florrie Fisher speaks on horrors of drug addiction in TPA.
INDEPENDENT publishes special drug supplement. The world IS
going to pot.
Student Profiles: Paul Matos - Student Org V~P. The Frito
Bandito.
NOVEMBER
Contrary to INDEPENDENT poll predictions, Richard Nixon
elected President of U.S. What can you expect!

's ''The Rivals." Demitasse and
SC 1968 . . . sings to her own

cted class presidents . One down,
Nero's mother takes step to
~

Affairs Conference held here .
a Kappa Phi second, Beta Delta
ce you ever heard."

Gaylord searches for the INDEPENDENT

Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on the Disadvantaged pushes
for summer program at NSC.
Student Profiles: Arthur Kirk - Ex-Editor-in-Chief. Two years in
the making, or is it two years on the make , or is it two years before the
masthead?
Musical "The Draft Dodgers" premieres in TPA. Big success! Gelb
serves as playwright advisor.
JUNE
Final exams end it all.
Senior prom held at the Waldorf Astoria.
. .. and the meek shall inherit the earth.

College to receive $7 million from Bonds.
Legalities of Draft outlined at lecture by Father Sullivan .
CCB sponsors "The Believers" - a black experience in song.
Townsend Lecture Series presents Howard Da Silva.
Student Profiles: Greg Young - SCATE chrm. "Blond, blue eyes ,
6'3" , 200 lbs. , with pot belly. If found, feed beer and send in opposite
direction .

tin Luther King.
lance, "Union Gap" concert,
"Lord Jim" . Another NSC
Board elected. "perpetuation of

.
l

Dr. Sidney Cohen sponsored by
going to "pot"?

..
. , ,,.;..... .......
~

',,,

''

Campus security force improved.

SEPTEMBER
Tuition hiked to $350. Students go to classes in rags.
Freshman Orientation, Sept. 9, welcomes 1200 members of Class
of 1972. Leadership Conference victims create chaos.
45 freshmen took advantage of NSC's new summer program.
All College Convocation - Wilkins speaks on Communications outlines plans for college growth .
Harms and Ageitos gone .. . INDEPENDENT cries for mail .
Renata Club wins President's Cup. Group Cum: 3.47. Eat your
hearts out.

Pi pledges ready for hazing.

Theatre presents Arthur Miller's "The Crucible."
Bill Price , Bob Reid represent NSC at Institutional Racism
Conference at Notre Dame.
Fraternities and sororities begin pledging. To bid or not to bid .
Student-Org raises $1800 for Biafra Fund in 3-day drive .
Student Profiles: Ron Brown - CBA President. "Brown Raps."
That's it, folks! Thanks for your time , this time, till next time ...
and Have a Happy New Year!

!!"

nam" sponsored by League for
organizes on campus. "About
dent Org President. What Price
val 1968 - a success despite

Again and again and again and again.

neck.

NSA Conference - "A touchy-feely experience."
INDEPENDENT reports on disaster in Chicago.
OCTOBER
Senior Court: J.C. Martin and Apostles, judge, jury, and
hangmen.
Rent-a-cops burn Freeman's letters.
NSC's Bonds-YES committee flood's campus with brochures.
Loehning replaces Price on front page of INDEPENDENT, three
weeks in a row.
Ron Riley elected new frosh class president. Let's see how long
HE lasts.
Townsend Lecture Series presents defense lawyer Melvin Belli ;
internationally known and appreciated, except here.
Student Faculty Co-op censors controversial magazine
"Evergreen" from bookstore.

Bob Gibema thaws hi1 form i~ Ta1-Chi dalh.
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Independent's Annual
January
Athletic Proposals Recommended at $300
Town and Campus Conference : Tackling a costly
problem, Beginning or the End? They fo rgot to
invite the INDEPENDENT so we could write about
the menu.
State Coll ege Presidents Band Toge ther For
Fiscal Autonomy - Wilkins expresses sup por t.
Nicolescu Receives Teaching Contract - Vive
Che!
SCATE Undertakes Massive Reorganization
Program
Student Profiles: Joe Streit, IFSC President:
" Fraternities and Sororities have an over-infl ated
sense of importan ce and are too concerned with
isolated power struggles."
Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange Has Repeat
Perform a n c e . Studen t co mplain s to
INDEPENDENT: " Where do I trade in my old
pinochile deck?"
Grades posted 48 hours after final exams?

Hela Yungst wins Top College Girl Contest. Is
there nothing she can' t do?
Campus School To Be Closed
Trenton, Paterson State Boycott for Fiscal
Autonomy - Wilkins expresses support.

March
Students partake in screening process fo r
Vice-Presiden t of Student Affairs. Some student
affairs should be left well enough alone .
Student Org Releases Financial Statement - 40
supoenaed on ex tortion and embezzlement charges.
Coll een Bickart chosen Mrs. I.F .S.C. Frankly , a
sub-Line choice.
Op e n-Zipper Campaign Highl ights N.S.C.
Elections-Matos beats the pants off Guettel.
INDEPENDENT e ndorses Leohning fo r
President - after promising more money for
Edito rial Board dinner.
Alpha Sigma Mu recognized by I. F.S.C. Veterans escalate their effo rts at Newark State.
Loehning Wins- Presidency while Big Brother
Watches - Freeman makes plans for burrowing
under, but finds a printing press.
Senator George McGovern speaks at T .P.A. on
"New Perspective s on American Security ."
Stier Predic ts Open Policy fo r Admissions in
Future - Karley predicts open parking. Who's he
kidding?
Council Defea ts Legalizing Write-in Votes;
INDEPENDENT decl ares Council illegal .
Hela Yungst walks off with title of Mi ss NSC
1969. Nope, there is nothing she can' t do.
Food Committee Settles Dorm Food Crisis, as
foo d settles in feet.

Students bid farewell to dead administration.

February
"Statemen t on (Personal) Records" Policy
secretly issued by Dean .
Campus School To Be Phased Out by Sept. '70.
Wilkins quoted as describing school " too small to
meet needs of the coll ege ." They're grow ing 'em
taller every year.
Council approved 4th pro posal fo r pl anned
footb all team at NSC fo r fou rth Consecutive year,
fourth down and .. .
"class of '7 1 announced Sophomore Scholarsh ip
Fund - Oliva to return next semester.
Student Organization approves 75 mi nu te
periods fo r fi rst nine months.
Dungan in Favor of Local Autonomy , but
opposes Senate Bill S-256. Wilkins expresses
support.
Wesper Discloses Expansion Plans to include
increased parking and educational facilitie s, added
dormito~ies, new college-center, Math Science
building, grand moat, open-air amphitheatre ,
complete lighting system and 7-9 acre lake . .. 2001
Space Odessey?
Muzikar Named V AC Chairman - J8 year old
vote later fails . It just goes to show that you can't
trust anyone over 21.
Evangelisti, McCune name d to co-ordinate
Course Evaluation Program, end up eval uating each
other. We didn't want a course evaluation anyway.
Why sp oil the record .
Student Profiles: Bob Baxter, Finance Board Take the money and run.
Students Bus to Trenton In Protest Of State
Dorm Fee Hike Proposal: "Hell No We Won ' t Pay."
Newark State rebu ts, "Hell no ... We won't go ."

Mad bomber attacks campus - finally .

course descriptions," and know what they 're
cutting.
Students, Registrar Discuss Problems; a lesson
in introspection.

A typical T-group.

May
Alt o n & S tei n Succ eed Esposito as
Editors-in-Chief . . . two heads are better th an
one ... or is it two many cooks spoil the bro th or is
it one head is better than a half.
Mini-C onfer en ce Co mmunica tions cited
Between Administra tion Faculty and Stu dents.
Everyone decides NSC is discussing.
Campus School to Remain Open as Educa tional
Research Cent er. Spokesmen note lack of research
on NSC Researchers note lack of education to
research.
Carnival 69 - Efrus and Palo ucci sing " Let The
Sun Shine In ."
Change-over meeting finds Council with
ano ther Bill to contend with. All points to be well
taken.
CBA Representative Refused Ex-Officio Sea t
on Council. INDEPENDENT call s the move
" unaccountable and reac tiona ry."
Student Profil es: Edward A. Esposito , former
Editor of INDEPENDENT Bill Price , former
Presi dent of Student Organization . .. 'Tis better to
be a has-been than never to have been at aJJ."
CC B elects Don Merce first studen t chairman
and schedul es "quality" films .
Com m i ttee fo rme d to recommend new
president. Academic circles spread word on Newark
St a t es b ea utiful sprawling campus, healthy
industrial climate and student radicalism. Two
notables ap ply for the post: Mick Jagger and Spiro
T. Agnew . Ed Naha endorses the latter.
Feeney Expoun ds On The Nature of Stu dent
Politics, 68-69 Editors ask "Must you use those
words? "
INDEPENDENT exposes Mafia ring on campus.
Esposito flees NSC.

Mysterious plant found in biology department ·
greenhouse.

April
Pr es id e nt Wil kins Cit es Di ss ent As
"Wholesome" . .. Tau-Chi Finish 1-2 in l 969 Greek
Sing.
Studen t Profiles: Peter Feeney on How to Win
Friends and Influence People.
Ground Broken for Vaugh n-Ames Hall . . . Art
majors stage bu s-in to new art colony .
New York's Mad Bomber escapes from jail and
viciously a ttacks N.S.C. campus . Will is Hall in
constant state of fear and confusion .
Eugene G. Wilkins Resigns as President of
College ... at last report alive and well and living in
Mexi o City.
Council Holds Off Write-In Policy . . . ' til
electorate learns to write and council learns to read .
INDEPENDENT publishes Fall Electives Listing
because "it is important for stude nts to know the

Wilsonite seeks support of Independent students in
their effort to battle the greeks.
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Year In Review
Bomb scare evacuates Willis and Bruce and
Townsend. Snack bar remains only refuge for
harassed seekers of knowledge. Seekers. of
knowledge harass snack bar custodians. Janitors lose
college number and are unable to call Bomb scare
for snack bar. Snack bar closes down when a
student gets lost in debri. Rest leave for exams.

December

June
Charles DeFanti writes Letter to the Editor
expressing " wide-spread faculty dismay with the
choice of Mr. William Buckley as speaker at
graduation ... " Graduates join faculty in protest
march on college green.
Nathan Weiss announced as interim president;
In the Meantime, in between time ...

"A/oH,on mq h!9,
,
havt ':I 9!11- ojDh fb r ~D(J I

September
Freshman Orientation: People, Name Groups,
Picnic Greet 1,128; and twenty-nine little green
elves sang Hare Krishna in four part harmony
accompanied by a 750 piece orchestra and 63
dancing can-can girls suspended from the trees by
live snakes . What they won't do to amuse the
freshmen.
Rationale of Parking Areas Ex pl ained : Get a
Horse .
Price Appointed Trustee ; anything for a Price .
NCATE is Coming: NCATE came and NSC is
acc redited to the equivalent of a learning institute
one notch below Skonokee Falls Junior High
School.

Veterans fight against taking gym on N.S.C.'s
athletic field .

The world famous Howard Duff makes his
debut in the lNDEPENDENT with " Sorry , No In A
Gadda." Receives a tremendous round of apathy .
Dave Lichtenstein re-writes GONE WITH THE
WIND , substituting the NSC dorms for the
plantation.
Tom Paine presented at N .S.C. Digested by
some , regurgitated by many. High hopes for a
Woody Woodpecker festival.
FM Radio Station shows up again via Sound &
Fury. What?
BASBU decide s not to continue publication.
Thousands wonder "What's Basbu?"
Ginsberg reads to 1,000 in TPA and Dr.
Samenfeld Resign5 as Dean . There must be a
connection somewhere .
Ed Naha criticizes T.V. His life is cancelled by
C.B.S. after a 19-year run. Replaced by re-runs of
Richard McCormick.
INDEPENDENT, on the first page , runs that
ever popular addage: "When the going gets tough ,
the tough get going." Who says the paper caters
only to certain individuals?
Agnew gets 2 articles in the INDEPENDENT;
placing the publication on the same level as other
intellectual fodder as Mighty Mouse Magazine and
T.V. Guide.
Freshman e l ection source of stirring
controversy. Crowd of two onlookers protest
tactics. Regina Seigel elected president of Class. All
Together now, you N.S.C. coeds "We Shall
Overcome ."

So you think that quick shuffling of hands in the
snack bar belong to pinochile players.

November

I rate students carry Lichtenstein out of
Independent office after his defacing of front page
for 4 consecutive weeks.

October
Trustees Agree to Cancel All Classes for
Moratorium . YAF members wretch on the sidelines.
N.S.C. Co-Op Dedicates New College Sign. A
giant step for mankind ; what happened to the old
college sign?

1969

Williams appointed As Acting Dean of
Students. Students appointed as acting members of
the acting college community to receive an acting
diploma ... All the World's a stage.
Harvey Wall banger Can be made . Can You?
Silent Majority Hold Rally Supporting Nixon.
Quiet! Demonstrations Under Way .
18-Year-Old Vote Defeated : Project You still
remains a mystery .
Dungan Notes 20% Rise in N.J . College
Loans . . . to builders, bankers, and interested
alumni.
All College Senate Proposed. . . and
INDEPENDENT recalls that it was sent into
committee one year ago. Now, if we could only get
together.
Student Profiles: Ben Wasserman: Parking and
Security: Wasserman parked and extremely secure
as council hears two hour filibuster.
Council recognizes BASBU; INDEPENDENT
recognizes council.
Theatre Guild Stages CAMELOT performance ;
cast excels.
Loehning was quoted as saying, "A little pot
never hurt anyone." Rumor has it that our young,
but talented President of Stu. Org. is now on a diet.

Draft Selection: What A Lottery To Win!
Project YOU is unveiled. Snack bar devotees
put the cover back on. Tough luck Land L.
P .S.C. Students Negotiate after 2-Day Walkout.
N.S.C . students ask, "Is it about parking?"
Snow falls and so does N.S.C. Hipboots ordered
for graduation.
Due Process Procedure outlined for St·udents.
But power given to dean.
Student placement expands to meet changing
coll ege scene. Fat people allowed on campus.
Student Organization - What's Wrong? What
they don't know won't hurt them. How about us?
Paul Matos' dog admitted here, savagely
assaulting a squirrel, but is expelled after soil ing the
president's rug.
Julian Bond Appears on Campus .
Lead Story of the month:
Free gift wrapping at book and supply store.
Messiah To be heard in TPA ; I thought no one
listened to him anymore .
INDEPENDENT launches investigation into
missing sundial of Class of '62 .
Faculty Senate Approves Leave of Absence
Policy . Faculty Senate takes leave of absence.

Section of T .P.A. reserved for Silent Majority
during Moratorium .

Co-op Issues Financial statement: Where has all
the money gone?
Independents to form convention independent
of all dependents but dependen t on all independents
except the INDEPENDENT. But as Ken Wilson sells
button s, Greeks rally round the flag.
Counseling Services advertise in
INDEPENDENT. What counseiing service?
INDEPENDENT finds underground office for
underground papers. Any bids?
C.C.B. votes to refuse military and industrial
recruiters in College Center. Democracy Prostituted.
Student Org deletes article from frosh
constitution. Frosh delete constitution.
Bob Freeman makes motion at Council to
support war in Vietnam. Council abstains.
INDEPENDENT summarizes Project YOU.
Tony Lichtenstein glows.
Daily Poop comes out. What a lump to swallow.
Annual Christmas party held in College Center.
Students take fi rst active step to legalize alcohol on
campus.
Last day of classes. Who went to them?

Faculty moms react to obscenities in campus
pubHcations.
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1963 IN REVIEW
Bllrpr undertook landscaping a
Professor Flan1 was introsection of the brook area. Every- duced to those students not enone praved forr•fn .
rolled in·his course. His doctoral di&Bertation entitled "The
Positive Effects of aDoubleBaglinl in the E\>'ent of Nuclear Halocaust '' caused considerable comment on campus. We were also
introduced to MissOliveYew, the
Pomegranate Princess of the Pitt
campus.

CONTINUED

Si,ma Beta Tau collected for
UNICEF.
Gerald· Stiles became a household word, like chamber-pot.
The Hi-lows appeared in concert, en flame.

that the llllderprivileced children
in Newark and Elizabeth are setting up a reciprocal program to
a.kl N.S.C. students.
A panel on discrimination on
campus was sponsored by the
Young Republicans. It was the
cite of some of the livliest and
most provocative discussion ever
seen on this campus.

November

Co-ed1aHem.bleto1lng theAlma
Mater.
To the catchy refrain of the
Alma Mater, convocation came-:md went.

King Ko11!1 - one of the artier
selections
The Fine Arts Film Club came
into existence for another day and
picked the four films for 1963-64.
They were "Ivan the Terrible,"
which was, "Richard m," shown
to a magnificent audience of four
people, "We're All Murderers,"
and "I Was Born But ... " They
then went out of existence until
next year.

We griped about parking again .
A spokesman for the college said,
"Let them eat cake."

Peggie Maher's first (and last)
novel of the year, "Summer of
::>ur Discontent,•• was published
and was well-received. Letters
and comments are still coming in.
From the Loeb Student Center
at N.Y.U. came Ron . Bruse complete with myriad solutions to the
plethora of problems he encountered vis-1.-vis the · concomitant
needs of the College Center and
the dichotomies heretofore ex·istinf--for some obscure reaaon
or.another!

Newark State saw in November
the production of "The Death of
Solly's Warren" and "An American Breakfast" both by Stuart
Oderman> an alumnus of Newark
State. "We are extremely proud
to have had the opportunity to see
our young artists at work."
The New Jersey Symphony
Brass Quintet appeared in concert - yawn.
Dartmouth quit USNSA. But
life goes on.
Dr. Didsbury spoke on A Community of Values.'• As usual,
his was a well-attended seminar.

This being a state institution,
and godliness being unavailable,
cleanliness was brought to campus. Not all of the campus, however--just the Hex Room. Despite the Independent admonitions
to think clean, janitors were still
pushing brooms at 60 m .p.h.

°'

Captain _the cheerleadernpurs
Squires onward.
The Squires had a nine out of
ten record.
Junior
Practicum
changes
were the subjects of editorial
comment. "The change that has
.been instituted this year regarding grading is a welcome one.
Students will receive either a
P denoting passing or an F denoting failure.
Unfortunately,
the fact still remains that no
credit will be offered for the
eight week period of Junior Practicum. Modification of this practice would also be a welcome
change."
. .. And then there was Walter
Boright.

Our 1pakesman for the college.

Foreign students flnally arrive.

1·wo NSC Cutles

Foreign students arrived, were
gr-♦ 0 tl and promptly forgotten.

Two NSC peaches were named
finalists in the N.J. Apple Princess Contest.
In an interview, foreign student
Mona Gabrielson said she enjoyed
NSC. We reminded her that it
was early in the year .

''You're not 1upposedto say anything about th• way the brook
looks!
Soph "GE majors enrolled in an
Experiencing Art course taught
by ' he ex-whi~e slaver W. Carl

-

Profe11or Flang demonstrates

civil defense life saving technique

The Faculty Association protested the introduction ofaCivilDefense Course. The Independent
protested the introduction of a
Civil Defense Course. Everyone
protested but Dr. Franz Flang.
A spokesman for the College said:
"Let them ePt cake."
A n1-fi cabinet built by George
Nakashima was given to the college by the class of 1963. Ju■t
what we needed I
A Focus was done on the exwhite slaver, Carl Burger in
which it was disclosed that the
Artist was a former rug salesman of all things I
The Independent staff advertised for HELP. This time con- '
tinual group therapy was used as
a come-on.
The Four Preps appeared and
were well received. As usual the
college apologized for the mike
system.
An all expense paid six week
tour of Poland was offered as
first prize in an essay contest
sponsored
by the Koscius&lr.o
Foundation. Uruortunately "" one
would admit to being Polish. A
spokesman for the College said:
"Let them eat pierogiq."
Irene Riefsnyder got a Ph.D.
We thought only Ed.D's were
allowed here .
The Bond Issue was defeated.
We told ya so . HA! HA!

NSC Mixer
Mixer rules were revised-for those who go in for that sort
of thing.
But, November is the cruelest
month. Thanksgiving came again,
and for a while we all wondered
why.

Dacamt,er
The Alvin Ailey Dane., • neatre
appeared on December 4th. Their
performance was greeted with
unanimous approval.
A letter was received from a
CORE volunteer working in Lou1s1ana. His description of conditions was declared unbeliev.1ble and an appeal for money was
sent out by Joyce Janoff.
A -tutoring program was set
up by students to help the underprivileged children in Newark and
Elizabeth. •t has been rumored

Juniors on Practicum. n neJunlor 11 the one with the baloon)
Juniors and Seniors prepared
to go out in the field.
And, friends, there is still more
yet to come in '63. Various and
sundry activities such'astheAllColle(e Dance, The All-College
Christmas Party and Finals.
Goodie.

The Future
Next year, we predict that ...
W. Carl Burger will be sold into
slavery by an irate group of Experiencing Art students . . •Newark
State College will turn into "a
rreat big gumdrop" ... that more
G.E. students will get married
than ever before . Progress and
all that, you know ... that Practicum students will get (l'aded G
for good, E for excellent, or F
for ... that bigger and better bulletin boards will be built by the
Curriculum Classes, utilizing the
outside walls of Townsend and
Bruce
Halls ... that something
,more than potted plants and stu<lents will grace our corridors ...
the class of '64 will give the college a one-humped dromedary,
just what we always needed ...
We'll put it in the hi-fi cabinet
o.ext to the sun dial ... that more
ind more objects ld' arte· will be
lpparent .. that the art majors
IVil.l voluntarily return to reality,
1rovided the faculty lets them ...
that a boa constrictor will be seen
devouring holly leaves on campus .•. that Student Council will
have a quorum TWICE in the
year ... that there will be at least
one more fire in the Independent
office ... that the Hi-Lows shirts
will go out--and we don't mean
to the laundry ... that the Independent will be the only underrraduate newspaper printed by
an all-alumni staff ... Tom Conlon
will be given a diner's club card
good at White Castle and other
eateries.

